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EDITORIAL

Dear colleagues
After the last issue of the newsletter, with its focussed theme, the current issue
is a most varied collection of articles and essays: there are articles addressing
basic questions on eurythmy, more about methods and also practical matters;
research into creative speech and its sources and origins; reflections on singing
and on Chinese music, as well as a report on exploring a fairy tale for puppetry
performance.
Alongside these articles, which the authors have written with the interests of all
other professional colleagues in mind, you will also find an overview of the work
of the Performing Arts Section with its rich variety of activities.
We have included in this newsletter the detailed conference flyer; further updates are available on the Section website. As the organising team we are extremely pleased about the broad spectrum of courses on offer from so many
colleagues from all over the world. We would particularly like to draw your attention to the fact that the conference is not only aimed at eurythmists, speech
artists and eurythmy therapists but is also for any one interested in eurythmy,
such as participants in lay classes and therapy sessions, audience members and
all lovers of eurythmy, and we want to warmly invite them to join us for this
event As such individuals will not necessarily receive or discover the publicity for
the upcoming event for themselves, we would be grateful if you can find ways
to draw their attention to it.
Many thanks and warm greetings

Stefan Hasler

EURYTHMY
The Creation of Eurythmy from the Periphery:
Movement and Speech
Werner Barfod

Eurythmy is a language of the cosmos: the cosmos speaks in and through
human movement.[1]
In eurythmy human beings become the centre of the world that surrounds them;
the entire cosmos then speaks in and through them.
In a eurythmy meditation the entire cosmic periphery works on human beings in
a differentiated way.
Contraction and expansion are the fundamental basic gestures; the individual
eurythmist and his or her movements live between the cosmic periphery and
the human centre.
The human I is the centre both within the eurythmy instrument, and when breathed out as the periphery into the surrounding world of light.

Born 1936; studied eurythmy at the
Goetheanum under Lea van der
Pals 1956-59; member of Goetheanum Eurythmy Ensemble; eurythmy teacher and eurythmy therapist
in Bochum, Germany; 1969-2000
Head of the Hague Eurythmy
Academy and of the Netherlands
Eurythmy Ensemble; autumn 2000
-2007 Head of Section for Performing Arts; from experiences in
therapeutic and educational work
questions arose as to how to penetrate eurythmy anew in an artistic
way and based in Study of Man.
Werner Barfod’s aim is to address
the development of the time arts
and the necessity of their existence in the present day.

1. Synaesthesia or a Symbiosis of the Senses
In 1912, at the time when eurythmy was born, the painter Vassily Kandinsky discovered a synaesthesia between the tone and the colour of a sound that he described in his essay Concerning the Spiritual in Art. When we perceive a colour,
a certain colour tone resonates with the perception. The following are a few
examples given by Kandinsky:
Red can cause a vibration of the soul similar to a flame.
Yellow is unsettling, cheeky and pushy. It sounds like the sharp tone of a trumpet, like a fanfare!
At its onset, orange radiates and sounds like a bell rung for the Angelus or like
a viola singing a largo.
Violet or purple is like a cool red, like something has been wiped out, like sadness … it sounds like an English horn or a bassoon.
In these instances, the synaesthesia lies between the effect of the colour, which
can be experienced as transformed into a musical sound of colour.
Eurythmy is an art of movement which clearly has its foundation in symbiosis.
We make gestures for colours in eurythmy which as a means of artistic expression are of themselves synaesthetic. We make gestures for sounds, vowels and
consonants, that belong to a variety of synaesthetic means of expression. We
move in a performance space either as soloists or in a group with differentiated gestures and movements in that space. These eurythmy movements, these
creative tools, meld into one artistic impression for the audience, the individual
impressions become a wholeness in their souls. This then is effective as a still
movement composition, whether in speech or in music, in a performance, and
characters are created in eurythmy in the course of the dramatic action.

2. The Eurythmy Meditation
In Rudolf Steiner’s meditation for eurythmy we encounter synaesthesia in its
archetypal form [2]:
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I seek within me
The working of the Creative Forces,
The Life of the Creative Powers,
The powerful weight of earth
Tells me
Through the Word of my feet,
The forming power of air
Tells me
Through the singing of my hands,
The Power of the Light of Heaven
Tells me
Through the thinking of my head,
How the world in man
Speaks, sings, thinks.

Ich suche im Innern
Der schaffenden Kräfte Wirken,
Der schaffenden Mächte Leben.
Es sagt mir
Der Erde Schweremacht
Durch meiner Füße Wort,
Es sagt mir
Der Lüfte Formgewalt
Durch meiner Hände Singen,
Es sagt mir
Des Himmels Lichteskraft
Durch meines Hauptes Sinnen,
Wie die Welt im Menschen
Spricht, singt, sinnt.

I seek the life and working of creative powers, creative forces within myself. This is the source that
speaks to me in three ways!
The gravity of the earth, the might of the forms of the air and the power of heaven’s light speak in
me from the periphery of the world at large. The world speaks in my feet, my hands and my head: it
speaks, sings and thinks within me.
Powers in the world take hold of my eurythmy instrument from the periphery in three different
ways: I stand in the world with my whole being, on the earth, surrounded by air and light!
My breathing links me with my body and with life, warmth links me with life and soul, light imbues
my soul with spirit. Although it does not appear in the English translation, the objective pronoun
Es (It) at the beginning of the three phrases speaks to me from the periphery of the world at large
in the words my feet speak, in the singing of my hands and the thinking that takes place in my head!
In eurythmy I become an instrument for the world, and this speaks, sings and thinks in and through me.
The following sentence thus acquires another dimension: Eurythmy is a language of the cosmos: the
cosmos speaks in and through human movement. The human being doing eurythmy becomes an
instrument for the Word.
We may discover in the symbiosis of the senses that we open ourselves to the colour of a sound and
the sound of a colour, we live in the periphery, in the interweaving: the eurythmy meditation takes
us into the periphery of the cosmos. I am an instrument and the player of the instrument at the
same time, the player of a marionette, who plays on his or her visible marionette and speaks at the
same time. How much peripheral awareness do eurythmists need to transform their speaking form
or gesture into a living experience for an audience!
To be wide-awake in the periphery, to move with soul light and soul warmth and soul life in this periphery, to give life to the human form or to the images by means of the human instrument and the
eurythmy gestures for sounds and tones: these lead the audience towards the substance of eurythmy.

3. Intuition – Inspiration – Imagination
In a Christmas address preceding a eurythmy performance on December 23, 1923, [3] Rudolf Steiner
spoke of the three higher levels of cognition - imagination, inspiration and intuition – in relation to
eurythmy: the source of intuition becomes the gateway for the human I and astral body, enabling a
real diving down into and re-emerging from the source when waking up and falling asleep. Rudolf
Steiner calls this process – the projection of self-awareness – the sixth dimension!
Perceiving inspiration reveals the sensation or experience, the fifth dimension!
This becomes imagination when the eurythmist succeeds in enlivening the form of the movement as
expressed in time: the fourth dimension!
In eurythmy, an element of inspiration becomes an imaginative one because the language has become movement again.
That is the movement of eurythmy; we perceive this in ensouled activity, movement, in space and time!
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• The source of intuition is identical to the source of movement in eurythmy between the shoulder
blades: the projection of the sixth dimension is perceived as the I’s and astral body’s gateway.
• The source of inspiration relating to language is experienced in the whole human being as the
projection of the fifth dimension, as a projection of the feeling or sensation.
• The unconsciously inspired gesture appears again in the limbs: this corresponds to the fourth
dimension in the projection of time.
Poetic language becomes movement again in this way. The human I and the human soul carry the
sensation or feeling and meet the stream of time, so that the gesture can appear.
The following provides an overview:
1. Sixth dimension: the I and the astral body give the impulse.
2. Fifth dimension: the sensation or feeling connects with the impulse.
3. Fourth dimension: the eurythmy gesture appears in the stream of time.
Intuition
				
the worlds of soul and spirit		

Inspiration

threshold 		
Imagination
							time – movement
sense-perceptible world

creative process

feeling

… the power of heaven’s light:
Sixth dimension: the super-sensible source of intuition corresponds to the creative impulse and
appears at the end.
… the might of the forms of the air:
Fifth dimension: the super-sensible source of inspiration corresponds to the feeling that appears.
… the power of the earth’s gravity:
Fourth dimension: imagination appearing as movement
The sound is then experienced [4].
The circle closes at this point: Rudolf Steiner managed to find an appropriate form for the way in
which the sound can appear as an impulse, be taken hold of and acquire a form, all by the whole
human being.

4. The Eurythmy Figures with Their Three Colour Qualities in Two Dimensions
Movement – Feeling - Character
The eurythmy figures in their two-dimensional forms allow us to experience etheric flexibility: they
are the beings of light-filled colour in its two dimensions, open and at work both in feelings and in
the stream of time.
The stream of movement that enters between the shoulder blades supports the sound as it is forming and connects it with the stream of time and the corresponding feeling. The art of eurythmy is
transparent, the sound gestures are created two-dimensionally in time and are carried by feelings,
in a wide-awake peripheral awareness. Eurythmy can only be experienced in the present moment,
it cannot be held.
Rudolf Steiner expresses this in the following way:
If you think of human beings as purely spiritual beings, then you need to think that they only have
three higher dimensions – self-awareness, feeling, time – and these three dimensions are reflected
in the physical world in the three dimensions we know. [5]
In an address in The Hague on April 8, 1922, Rudolf Steiner referred to the dimensions again: The
fourth dimension simply becomes the third dimension with negative signs. The perception of space
must return to itself. [6]
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5. Eurythmy as an Impulse from the Periphery, from a Cosmic Triplicity …
The fourth dimension is the negative third dimension, and destroys the third,
making space two-dimensional… then space becomes filled with spirit… and
we find space filled with ever higher spirit forms… if we move along the negative third and second and first dimensions until we arrive at the point at which
space no longer expands, we then stand in completely expansion-free space, in
the spirit.
• The fourth dimension consists of two dimensions accompanied by the projection of time.
• The fifth dimension consists of the line with the projection of the feeling.
• The sixth dimension is the point with the projection of self-awareness.
Rudolf Steiner’s address on December 23, 1923 speaks directly of the higher levels of cognition as they are connected to eurythmy.[7]
• The source of intuition becomes a gateway through which the living
entities of the human I and astral body enter and exit, the projection of
self-awareness: the sixth dimension.
• When inspiration is heard and revealed it becomes the source of feeling,
the fifth dimension.
• It becomes inspiration when we are able to grasp it in its substance and
give it form in eurythmy movements in time, the fourth dimension. The
element of inspiration becomes an imaginative element in eurythmy; in it
language becomes movement again.
• The source of inspiration is identical with the source of movement in
eurythmy – projection of the sixth dimension: as a gateway for the human
I and astral body;
• the source of inspiration experienced in connection with language in the
whole human being as a projection of the fifth dimension:
• as a projection of feeling or sensation.
• The unconsciously inspired gesture appears again in the limbs; this corresponds to the fourth dimension, enriched by the projection of time. It thus
becomes possible for poetic language to return to its beginnings, when it
was movement.

6. Three Two-Dimensional Colour Movements Create the Form of the Sound!
• The super-sensible source of intuition as the sixth dimension corresponds
to the formative impulse of a sound and appears in the character.
• The super-sensible inspiration as the fifth dimension corresponds to the
feeling in the appearance (veil).
• The movement in its appearance corresponds to the imagination as the
fourth dimension.
This formative process to create the sound appears at first as movement, with
which the feeling connects, and whose form the character makes visible.
The question that arises as to Rudolf Steiner’s efforts to find the appropriate
form for a sound has been resolved thanks to the eurythmy figures with their
movement - feeling -character!
• The first three sounds in the evolutionary sequence:
B: movement yellow

– feeling blue

– character red

M: movement green

– feeling blue

– character purple

D: movement orange

– feeling vermilion – character lilac

Notes:
[1] Rudolf Steiner, from an address
given in Mannheim, January 22,
1922, GA 277 (CW 277)
[2] Rudolf Steiner, from lecture 14,
Eurythmy As Visible Speech, given
on July 11, 1924, GA 279 (CW 279)
[3] Taschenbuch 642 (paperback
642), published by Rudolf Steiner
Verlag (Rudolf Steiner Publishing)
[4] Werner Barfod, Three Colours,
Two Dimensions – Rudolf Steiner’s
Intentions Regarding the Eurythmy
Figures, in Newsletter of the Performing Arts Section no. 65, Michaelmas 2016
[5] Rudolf Steiner, Mathematik
und Wirklichkeit, Die 4. Dimension, (Mathematics and Reality, the
Fourth Dimension), GA 324A,(CW
324A) June 7, 1905
[6] Rudolf Steiner, Die Bedeutung
der Anthroposophie im Geistesleben der Gegenwart, (The Significance of Anthroposophy in the Spiritual Life of the Present Day) GA
82 (CW 82)
[7] Taschenbuch 642 (paperback
642), published by Rudolf Steiner
Verlag (Rudolf Steiner Publishing
[8] Steiner, R. Eurythmy: Its Birth
and Development, UK 2015
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in the process of the creation of the sound in eurythmy:
B: My form is yellow, shining and light-filled; my arms experience the periphery that I can feel as blue
and moving, weaving. Then a red impulse takes hold of the breathing yellow-blue form: this is how
the sound then appears on the human form.
M: The movement of my form is a mild green and moving, weaving. The moving, breathing green
is moved by a cool breath of wind (blue); a purple or violet impulse connects with it, it breathes,
weaves, and leads to calm and quiet.
D: A warm orange takes hold of my instrument, vermilion pushes up from below, violet balances this
with calm and comes to a standstill with a pointing gesture.
Rudolf Steiner gives us the opportunity to experience synaesthesia, which can be expressed quite
differently when connected to and in harmony with the colours, in this sequence of sounds at the
beginning of the evolutionary sequence as found in the following three exercises[8]:
1. Protection in Something, thus I become strong and can penetrate.
2. With Him, there I am present.
3. The Other, my attempt to enter in, I myself.
1. Schutz in Etwas, dadurch wird man stark und kann durchdringen.
2. Bei Ihm, da bin ich.
3. Das Andere, mein Versuch hereinzudringen, ich selbst.
Each sentence emphasises one quality in the sound formation: in the first sentence it is the element
of movement in the sounds; in the second sentence the feeling aspect, and in the third sentence the
character takes hold of activity in the world.
Let us return to the beginning of this article with the opening words:
Eurythmy is a language of the cosmos; the cosmos speaks in and through human movement!
• Eurythmy needs to be synaesthetic at the same time if the visible movements are to be able to
speak and sing!
• It is evident in the eurythmy meditation that everything can only be expressed by means of a
symbiosis of the senses. The eurythmist is both instrument and player at the same time.
• The eurythmist awakens in his or her instrument thanks to the three higher levels of cognition,
intuition, inspiration and imagination. The human I and soul carry the feeling or sensation, then
meet the stream of time, so that the gesture can emerge.
• The entire spectrum of the soul lives in the eurythmy figures with their three colour qualities.
• Eurythmy appears as the impulse that comes from the cosmic periphery with its higher dimensions: the I is the gateway within the source of intuition,
• inspiration as the source of feeling or sensation,
• and movement in the course of time.
• The two-dimensional movement of colours creates the differentiated form of the sound.
Eurythmy is a source that lives in the cosmos;
human beings can embrace it, take hold of it, from the periphery,
it appears in human beings in triplicities
As a synaesthetic art!
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Report on a Research Project on the Theme
of Intuition and Movement
Gia van den Akker M.A., a eurythmist, and Edward de Boer, an organisational advisor and writer, joined forces in 2016 to work on a project on the theme of eurythmy
and intuition. This gave rise to an initiative to carry out and deepen research on
this theme of eurythmy and intuition and to develop instruments for eurythmists
on the one hand and on the other for those involved professionally in organisational development.

Gia van den Akker

The Starting Point
What is the potential of eurythmy? How can it be used more to serve the needs
of the present day by developing new faculties and instruments that can contribute to a more humane society? And how do we train ourselves to do this?
These were the questions with which we started our research project, which ran
from the autumn of 2015 to the spring of 2017 and involved several colloquia. We
have summarised some aspects of our research in this report; the results are the
material we will be using for further research.
While he was living in Weimar, the playwright and poet Friedrich Schiller developed the idea that human beings only become truly human and develop the
ability to act truly freely when they are at play. He emphasised the significance
of developing the desire to play as an instrument for individual and social progress. Rudolf Steiner coined the concept of free will in his seminal work, The
Philosophy of Spiritual Activity. The love of action itself is the instrument of free
human beings.
In art, human beings act, practise – play – for the sake of acting, practising and playing. Artists are challenged to create something new from the material
at their disposal. Artistically active human beings have been developing a will
which perceives and senses and feels as well as a kind of ‘knowing’ in doing. This
ability is schooled with the help of perception, practice and experience.
By practising conscious artistic movement, those practising eurythmy are in a
position to awaken their self-awareness, to deepen their life of feeling and to
school conscious acts of will. It can bring about change in a life filled with the
habitual, and can help in transformational processes.
We investigated four questions in the course of the research process:
1. How is intuition linked to our sense of movement?
2. How can eurythmy help to school intuitive capacities?
3. How can a schooled intuition help to deepen eurythmy?
4. How can eurythmy support transformational processes within organisations?

Intuitive, Creative Movement

(IT, NL) studied eurythmy in The
Hague, Netherlands, with Werner
Barfod, then continued her training at postgraduate level with Else
Klink and Elena Zuccoli.
She also took a Master’s degree
in eurythmy in performance at the
Alanus Hochschule (Alanus University, Germany).
Gia van den Akker became an
independent freelance eurythmist,
choreographer and coach and
between 1995 and 2008 was a
member of faculty both in the
eurythmy training in The Hague
and in the accademia europea di
euritmia (European Academy of
Eurythmy) in Venice, Italy. She was
also a visiting lecturer and teacher
in eurythmy trainings in Leiden,
The Netherlands, Witten-Annen,
Germany, Alanus University, Germany, and Santiago de Chile, Chile.
She has performed with Nederlands Eurythmie Ensemble and the
Else Klink Ensemble, and since 1992
has been contributing to international performance projects.
Gia van den Akker has been living
in Italy since 2007 and has founded
la fabbrica, a venue for courses,
further trainings and cultural
events.
info@giavandenakker.com
www.giavandenakker.com

Our starting point was to investigate when, where and how effective action was
taken that led to the right thing being done in the right moment, both professionally and in private. More specifically related to eurythmy, we explored how an
individual knows and senses when he or she moves creatively. What role does
eurythmy play in this artistic process?
We might state at this point that intuition is solidified movement in spirit. Intu-
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Edward de Boer

ition is a movement with its origins in the spirit that drives the will. We often
act out of our will without necessarily perceiving and understanding this action
consciously. Rudolf Steiner relates the will and intuition to the world of the night
and deep sleep.
Intuitions often arise in everyday life when we are moving, i.e when the will has
been activated. In Study of Man, Rudolf Steiner described how Goethe engaged
his intuition when he conceived and then put into words the second part of
Faust by moving around and speaking the words aloud.[1]

Born 1972 in Toronto. Organisational consultant. Has worked with
Rudolf Steiner’s works intensively
over a long period, in particular
with the 3 stages of supersensible
knowledge. He lives in Holland and
offers Seminars on leadership and
management throughout Europe.

We may recognise this process from our own everyday life, when we take a shower, go for a walk or a cycle ride[2]. An intuition arrives suddenly and occasionally
unexpectedly.[3] It is like a gift of the night and gives wings to our everyday activities. The night is a source of intuition and opens new opportunities, perspectives, solutions. Intuition thus makes a future possible.

The Senses and Intuitive Movement
Anthroposophy structures the human senses into a system of twelve. Our higher senses (sense of hearing, the word, thought and the I) allow us to open to
the world around us and find our bearings in it: these senses enable us to live in
the world of day and are related to the world of images and imagination. The
lower senses (sense of touch, life, movement and balance) are at home in our
will, and allow us to live in the world of night. The middle senses (sense of taste,
smell, sight and warmth) allow us to dream. These senses are most closely associated with our feelings.
We can therefore see that an inversion or reversal has taken place within the
physiology of the senses: the higher senses enable us to be awake; they convey
more subjective experiences of the surrounding world; the inner sense organs,
connected to the world of sleep, are more objective, cosmic. The inner senses
are linked to the world of night.
In eurythmy, the whole human being becomes an instrument to convey the inner
life of both music and speech. The spirit and the soul direct and guide the body.
Human beings have sensations when they move; their whole being become an
organ or instrument of perception. We use the lower senses (taste, life, movement and balance) as our foundations when we move and form movements
consciously. The middle senses can be addressed symbiotically: how does a note
taste? What colour does harmony in music have?[4] The higher senses convey the
formative intentions of movements.

Notes:
[1] Cf. Rudolf Steiner, Lecture, August 27 1919, Study of Man, CW 293
[2] Cf. Wolfgang Schneider: Früherkennung und Intuition (Early Diagnosis and Intuition). Wiesbaden
2011, p. 143 ff.
[3] Cf. Eugene Sadler-Smith: Inside
Intuition. London 2008, p. 64 ff.
[4] Cf. Vassily Kandinsky: Concerning the Spiritual in Art (transl. Michael Sadler), www.semantikon.
com
[5] Cf. Rudolf Steiner: Welche Bedeutung hat die okkulte Entwicklung des Menschen für seine Hüllen und sein Selbst?(What Is the
Significance of Occult Human Development for the Sheaths and
the Self?) GA 145 (CW145), Lecture,
March 28, 1913
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Wherever the senses ensoul our link to the world around us, i.e. wherever that
link is enlivened and becomes a sensory experience, transformation takes place.
Enlivened sensory perceptions open an inner space giving access to spiritual
perceptions. We develop our capacity for judgment out of our capacity for ensouled perception; the sentient soul transforms into the intuition soul.[5]
Phenomenology can become the instrument with which to school intuition in
sense perceptions. In any working process, this means that a phase of getting
to know the material and engaging with it is needed. We may acquire the ability
to encounter the essence, the living substance, of something with the help of
ensouled sense perceptions by going beyond the sense perceptions themselves.
The movements are expression of the phenomena.
A more profound experience of sense perceptions inspires eurythmists. It
creates a stream and counterstream: one comes from outside and inspires
any movements, the other comes from within and guides the will as intuitive
movements. When art transforms personal feelings and experiences, they can
further develop and lead to interest in the world and for other people.

If we look at the senses, we can say that sense perceptions connect the physical
body to the sensory world in the same way as intuition links human beings to
the spiritual world. The whole human being becomes an instrument or sense
organ. At this point we practise presence of mind when we move consciously
in eurythmy. In the same way as we say that eurythmy is visible speech and
visible music, we can say that eurythmy is experienceable intuition and when
we move in eurythmy we can encounter living substance. Eurythmy can enable
human beings to become organs or instruments of perception and understanding
for intuition.

Contemporary Dance and Its Link to the Spiritual
There are contemporary dancers who are researching, for example, how we
perceive movement, energies and the extension of the physical body in dance.[6]
We attended a performance by Akram Khan, a dancer and choreographer from
London, UK, at the Holland Festival in Amsterdam in June 2016. Akram Khan has
developed his own individual style from both contemporary and classical Indian
dance.
This dance style has a religious background and is related to the ritual dances
performed in Indian temples. We experienced a spiritual dimension to the performance. The dancers’ bodies were as good as transparent, their movements
were alive, and their intentions expanded far beyond the limits of their physical
gestures. When they moved, they gave shape and form to the space.
Beside their virtuosity in the mastery of their body, expression and presence,
there is a spiritual power in dance that is spiritually alive. Akram Khan choreographed the rhythmical, musical and intentional elements in the language; language
and meaning were tangible. Sound gestures were present but still just below the
surface. This choreography opened new layers directly linked to eurythmy.

Paths to Ensouled and Enlivened Movement
Marie Savitch described eurythmy movement in the following way:
The human soul and spirit are the active participants in eurythmy. The spiritual prerequisite for such movement is the same concentration needed for all
anthroposophical activity. This needs to be intensified until a reflection in movement is possible. Then the movement takes hold of the will in such a way that
the movement becomes like the outside world. Only then does feeling stream
in and become eurythmy.[7]
The main thing here is a process of reflection: the movement reflects an inner
activity led by the human I. First there is an ensouled, spiritual movement which
becomes a kind of perceiving movement.
This is still objective; feelings have not yet been addressed. Movement becomes the external world. This can be felt and therefore becomes a eurythmy movement. According to Marie Savitch’s quotation, first there is the movement or
gesture, only then the feeling arises.
If we connect this to those moments of intuition, then we can distinguish the
following steps:
1. Perception and thinking – Initially, the spirit is an organ of perception. Are
human beings able to reflect? Can they be a reflection?
2. The will – The will then appears. Can human beings open themselves? How
does the will enable this?
3. Feeling – how do we allow feelings to stream in? Can we experience this?
Can one’s personal feelings still live in this stream like a blush on the cheeks?

Notes:
[6] Cf. Emio Greco and P. Scholten, Capturing Intention. Amsterdam 2008
[7] Cf. Marie Savitch, Marie Steiner-von Sievers, Fellow Worker
with Rudolf Steiner, Rudolf Steiner
Press, London, 1967
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Rudolf Steiner develops eurythmy movements in two ways: from the experience
to the gesture and from the gesture to the experience.
1. From the experience to the gesture: The process begins with the experience;
the experience is then enlivened and drives the will. Starting with wonder
and amazement, a feeling arises that forms the gesture of A in speech
eurythmy; in the course of lectures on tone eurythmy, the first three lectures contain twenty references to the fact that experience transforms into
gesture.
2. From Gesture to Experience: This path begins with making an objective gesture. If we become active and perceive the gesture, it will begin to fill with
life. What happens inwardly? How does the experience grow and develop?
How does such a gesture become a eurythmy gesture?
Practice and an artistic schooling can lead to us becoming more receptive, more
transparent and more sensitive; we understand more quickly the intention of a
movement. Let us compare this process to an interpretation of a piece of music
and imagine how a pianist plays Beethoven, for example. He or she wants to use
the audible music to make him- or herself into a mirror image or reflection of
Beethoven’s artistic intentions. The pianist studies and practises the notes and
experiences them. The music streams through him or her. The objective and subjective stream towards each other and meld. The artist connects the substance
of his or her whole being with the music, opens himself to it and puts him or
herself at the service of its living form.
It is interesting that older, more mature artists frequently touch audiences more
deeply than the younger, less experienced ones. We may experience how the
artistic expression of the more mature artists transcends their personality and
opens a door to another world. The world of the night and the gateway to the
world of the intuitive and of inner substance reveal themselves. How intensely
has this artist engaged with, lived with what is objective? How has his or her
personality, that includes his or her life experience, knowledge and life, put itself
at the disposal of the artistic work on the piece of music?
How do eurythmists transform their movements into something intuitive with
inner substance? That is a challenge…
When a member of the teaching faculty informs young eurythmy students that
they need to leave their personal feelings at home because eurythmy only uses
objective feelings, it can easily cause misunderstandings. This requires explanation; it also needs to be differentiated. Rudolf Steiner commented on the subsidiary exercises that we should not become indifferent when we practise the
exercises for feelings, but rather that our feelings should become more intense:
this is also true of art[8]. Our goal is therefore to intensify, expand and transform
our feeling life, not deposit this life somewhere else and then move without feelings, ‘objectively’. This requires a new professional language, which can name
these subtle processes within the context of a training.

From the Personal to the Generally Human

Note:
[8] Cf. Rudolf Steiner Occult Science. An Outline, CW 13
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If we do not allow ourselves to enter the depths and intensity of an experience,
then we remain stuck in our mental image. To experience everything with the
whole of one’s being is a necessary part of the artistic biography of every eurythmist. To become a eurythmist, an individual has to go through a personal journey
of the soul. There is the world of ideas, which is revealed in individual personalities in thousands of ways, in the same way as the archetypal plant is at the root
of every single plant family in all their variety.
Of his Philosophy of Spiritual Activity, Rudolf Steiner said that he had experienced every sentence very deeply and that therefore in a certain sense the statem-

ents made in it had gone beyond the personal.[9]

Notes:

Lory Mayer-Smits had a conversation with Rudolf Steiner in February 1915 about
how to work independently on the connection between images and sounds. She
wrote of how her youthful wisdom persuaded her to doubt whether this would
not make her work too personal. What was Rudolf Steiner’s reply?

[9] Cf. Otto Palmer Rudolf Steiner
über seine Philosophie der Freiheit.
Monographie eines Buches (Rudolf Steiner on His Philosophy of
Spiritual Activity). Dornach, 1966.
p. 22 ff.

But it would be wonderful if it were to become as personal as possible.
The more eurythmists are rooted in themselves and connected to their intuition as an instrument, the more effective their artistic expression, movements
and gestures in space become. This is similar to archery: there is a goal in space,
there is concentration and mastery of one’s own physical and mental powers.
Inside and outside are completely connected and in balance.
In this sense eurythmy is something like a spiritual messenger[10]; it marries the
spirit, that intuitive being of light, with revelations of the soul. The marriage is
what brings about the process of transformation. The application of eurythmy
to social work, coaching situations and to processes of transformation is still
under development
Following on intuitive movement and transformation, we have developed a
toolkit that can contribute to the schooling of intuition for eurythmists and for
the application of exercises in the fields of consultation and coaching.

[10] Cf. Rudolf Steiner: Four Mystery Plays I Die Portal of Initiation.
GA 14, transl. H.Collison. Please
see the mantram in Scene 3, which
Benedictus gives Johannes.

Please contact Gia van den
Akker, info@giavandenakker.com
or Edward de Boer, e.deboer@
converseconsulting.eu, for workshops, readings, training and dialogue work.
Edward de Boer has recently published Intuition – Brennpunkt des
Denkens (Intuition - Focus of Thinking), Rudolf Steiner Verlag, Basel,
2014, in German and Professionele
Intuitie (Professional Intuition),Uitgeverij Boom/Nelissen, Amsterdam, 2014, in Dutch.
Gia van den Akker wrote a chapter
for Raum für Unerwartetes (Space for the Unexpected), a book
published by Kunst im Dialog der
Alanus Hochschule für Kunst und
Gesellschaft (Art in Dialogue at the
Alanus University for Art and Society) in Alfter, Germany, in May
2017.
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Another Way of Understanding Music and
Eurythmy from the Perspective of Cymatics
Atmani

is active as an artist, researcher,
composer, singer, author and teacher; his main interest and field of
research is the human voice, which
is at the centre of both his work
and of his artistic activities. He studied composition at the Tchaikovsky Conservatory in Moscow, Russia, and has a diploma in Waldorf
education; he now runs a variety
of trainings.
Atmani founded the Haus des
Gesanges (House of Singing) in
Hirschhorn, Germany in 2000,
which serves as a centre for artistic
and academic research. He initiated and organised both the international conference on cymatics
and the Schule für Kymatik (School
for Cymatics).

Notes:
[1] Alexander Lauterwasser, Wasser, Klang, Bilder: Die schöpferische Musik des Weltalls (Water,
Sound, Images: The Creative Music
of the Universe) AT-Verlag 2002
[2] Atmani and Manfred Bleffert,
Welt Kymatik Kongress (World Cymatics Congress), Maniverlag 2014
[3] Hans Jenny, Tierlandschaften
(Animal Landscapes), Raffael Verlag, 1992
[4] Hans Jenny, Cymatics: A Study
of Wave Phenomena and Vibrations, Floris Books, 2007. Cf. chapter on Archetypal Triadic Phenomena.
[5] Ibid.
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Up until now, cymatics has been mainly known as a relatively new method of making
sounds and tones visible.[1] But on closer, more careful consideration, cymatics is a more
comprehensive approach or method in two ways:[2]
1. Cymatics not only makes sounds and tones visible but also creates a harmonious
dynamic between scientific and artistic understandings of the world. This, at any
rate, was how Hans Jenny implemented his understanding of the world: he perpetually switched between scientific experiments and an artistic under-standing of it
in painting and drawing.[3] This individual approach has been adopted by this author:
he no longer looks at the world and humanity purely from the perspective of either
science or of art, but instead looks at it from the perspective of the harmony between an understanding from the perspective of painting, for example, and scientific
observation. If we look at an object through the lens of several arts, the image they
create becomes more and more alive. For example: any work done with the Chladni
plates can be captured not only in drawings but also in music or poetry, eurythmy or
a brief dramatic improvisation.
The Chladni plate helps to create an inner image of the dynamic; this happens step by
step; but from the opposite perspective it quickly becomes obvious to those working
with the plates that what they are implementing arises from tone and can find its
individual form in any other art. That the dynamic of life rests on cymatic processes,
which in turn arise from sound, can be experienced.

2. Following on from what has already been set out, any phenomenon that we may
want to study can be grouped into the triad or threefoldness of form, rhythm and
movement.[4] The archetypal phenomenon of the triad has not been imposed on nature as a preconceived term; these things are themselves the archetypal phenomenon
of triads.[5]
The human being’s head is a resting form, there is movement in the limbs, and the
heart and the breathing as the rhythmical system mediate between the two. Hans
Jenny indicated in his book Cymatics that all fields or areas of the world and of life
can be examined using this approach. This view turns on its head the way of looking
at the world that has been in use up till now. For what we find as the archetypal
phenomenon of the triad in human beings (head, heart and breathing and limbs as
form, rhythm and movement) can be found in every sin-gle phenomenon that we
encounter in the world. At the same time, the form al-ways points to the type, (the
idea or the being) the movement to the inner dynamic (an identical term) and the
specific middle between the two as the rhythm (periodicity or intermittency).

The Archetypal Phenom-		
enon of the Triad		

The Threefold Organisation
of the Human Being

form ( type)
–
		

head (resting)
cf. Study of Man

rhythm (periodicity)

–

heart and breathing

movement (dynamic)

–

limbs

What corresponds to the threefold organisation of the human being in music is the form
of the sonata. Initially, its three movements in the form developed by Joseph Haydn (and
by Mozart) were the image of the human being; Beethoven later added a fourth movement to complete the image. The first movement relates to the head (upper human
being; form), the second and third to the middle human being, including the cir-culation
and breathing (rhythmical system) and the fourth movement to the limbs and the metabolic system (movement). The sonata as the main musical form in symphonies, chamber
music and piano sonatas is therefore the image of the human being that we can understand cymatically as form, rhythm and movement.

The form of the sonata and its relation to the human organisation
as the archetypal phenomenon of the triad
The Form of the Sonata

Human Being

Cymatics

head /nerve-sense organisation

form/ type

(in the form completed
by Beethoven)

1st movement (particularly in
the exposition of
the two themes)

2 movement
and
3rd movement
nd

4th movement

}

rhythmical
sytem		
limbs

heart
and breathing

}

rhythm

movement

If we want to find the equivalent in eurythmy, it can be found in the entire form of a
performance of either tone or speech eurythmy. A Steiner form always creates an en-tire
living form, which comes to life in the dynamic of the movement and is carried by the
rhythm of the movement. Cymatics can lead us to a deepened understanding of the arts.
For what meets in a cymatic experiment as the transformation of sound and image (in
the experiment the medium is tone and material that appears as an image) also comes
together in tone and image in eurythmy. For when what has been created in tone or
sound becomes visible in movement, it is already, as something new-born, the entire triad
of form, rhythm and movement, which can be found in any number of single pas-sages in
any eurythmy form.

For further information, please see
https://youtu.be/JGo19DwysEk
www.schule-fuer-kymatik.org
www.atmani-cymatics.org
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Performing Animals in Eurythmy
Ursula Bloss

Born 1936 in Nurmberg. State
school, then after the war, Waldorf
School till 10th class. Apprenticeship in book selling. In Dornach
from Oct 1957. Studied eurythmy
under Lea van der Pals, Dez 1961.
Stage Group from 1962 in Faust and
other works with Marie Savitch.
Worked in various positions in the
Goetheanum during her training,
later in the eurythmy costume
wardrobe, all repairs and sewing,
costume design. Pensioned 1999.
Documentation and care of all
costume indications given by Rudolf Steiner for eurythmy.

How do we eurythmists portray animals in eurythmy? It is a fascinating question:
do we imitate their movements? Do we attempt to work out the characteristic
features of the animal in question? How do we find an artistic path to it that is
objective? Not every eurythmist can imitate, but there are universally valid guidelines, principles that everyone can follow.
During a course given by Armin Husemann recently I had a true moment of inspiration He drew our attention to the nature of the cosmic connections present
in all animal species. How is the spine formed? How does the animal stand in the
space between heaven and earth? Does it have hoofs, paws, claws, a tail? If we
address these questions we can discover that a grouping exists similar to the
one applicable to human beings and then see in which area of the grouping the
particular animal primarily lives. How to create the animal for performance then
emerges from these observations. Some animals have no feet, others have two,
but with wings. Which animal has the beginnings of a collarbone?
I will use the animals in the Grimms fairy tale of the Bremen Town Musicians as
examples to address some of these questions: they are the donkey, the dog, the
cat and the cockerel or rooster.
The Donkey: The spine is horizontal, there is no hint of a vertical element: has
anyone ever seen a donkey rear up in the same way as a horse does? So the
cosmic rays have to move through every individual vertebra rather than through
the entire spine. The hoofs are hard, they are bound to the ground even though
the donkey can trip or scuttle delicately. The heavy head has long ears; it has no
collarbone. In the fairy tale, the donkey is the image for the physical body. The
basic sound in eurythmy is A/ah, directed downwards.
The Dog: The spine is horizontal, but more flexible than the donkey’s; it has soft
paws that have individual segments. It has an active tail connected to the spine;
it has no collarbone but a very mobile head and a sensitive nose. The dog is the
image of the etheric body; the basic sound is U/oo, directed downwards.
The Cat: The spine is horizontal and there is evidence of the beginnings of a
collar bone. This is why cats can climb! The whole form is very flexible; the long
whiskers on the side of the head are most important because cats use them as
antennae to sense what is happening in their immediate environment. The tail
has a life of its own and expresses the cat’s mood. The cat is the image of the
astral body; the basic sound is E/ay, directed to the middle.
The Cockerel: The cockerel has a collarbone, but it is knitted fast together and
opens upwards to the back like a fork. The wings cannot move forwards! The
rooster is the image of the lower self. The basic sound is I/ee, directed upwards,
done with a special jump.
The Human Being: The human being’s form is upright; the cosmic rays enter
through the head and flow down through the spine to the middle of the foot.
The physical, etheric, and astral bodies become a unity. The fully developed collarbone means that the arms can move freely.
Then the four temperaments can come into their own, and be used to differentiate between the four robbers, for example. These robbers are the image for the
uncontrolled senses.
I once worked on this fairy tale with a Class 10. We created an interlude with the
evolutionary sequence of sounds (B, M, D, etc) before the animals break into
the robbers’ home, and this worked well. The chief robber is a choleric character
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who sends the sanguine robber into the house to reconnoitre. As he walks past the animals, he has
fantastic experiences which he misunderstands because he come to judgments too quickly. It gave
me great pleasure to work on this with the class, and the students were fully engaged.
There are of course many other animals, for example, the snake in Goethe’s Fairy Tale. The snake has
a spine and a head, but no limbs. How can this be portrayed in eurythmy? The same question arises
with the frog, in whom the head and body are one but the legs, designed for jumping, dominate.
The frog’s croak is made with the whole body.
Horse, cow, tortoise, spider, the list goes on. We only need to discover how the animal in question
is connected to the cosmos and then eurythmy becomes a magical key. It is possible to imitate the
animal, but this leads to acting and remains human. If our observations go deeper and we discover
something of the animal’s essential nature in characterising its relationship to the cosmos, then our
portrayal of the animal in eurythmy can become alive and truly artistic.

The Cultural Epochs in Eurythmy
Teaching the cultural epochs has been somewhat neglected in eurythmy trainings. Rudolf Steiner
gave striking indications for their differentiation, but if they are addressed at all, then it is mostly
done rather quickly at the end of the training, and with a single standardised textual example.
And it can be so interesting to immerse oneself in the movement indications given by Rudolf Steiner
and use them to research how people of a particular time thought and felt. I might ask, for example,
what happens to me, what do I feel when I bring my fingertips together, form sounds and limit the
size of these gestures to the head area? Can my steps then take hold of the space? Does the form
that I move in space fill that space? Do I have an awareness of the space behind me? Can I play with
balance?
Or described in another way: my lower arms and hands are as one, my fingers are drawn close
together, my thumbs are placed on the palms of my hands or are at least touching my forefingers.
The form in space is limited, and when I change direction I can ask whether I am moving the space
or is the space moving me? I am part of many things, not yet an individual, I can neither move freely
nor practise threefold walking.
In the following cultural epoch, my steps are freer, my arm movements require strengthening to be able
to take a rod in my hands, make sounds with it and work the air and the earth with strong steps.
Now my movements affect the periphery, they become freer still, and my body begins to play with
balance. The space becomes three-dimensional and alive in a myriad of ways.
But before we move on to how we move today, I want to explain something: I wanted to work on
these different levels of consciousness and then create a demonstration without using text; I recognised that in the evolutionary sequence the sounds carry images and I wanted to build a bridge,
create an opportunity for audiences to see how movement has changed as human consciousness
has evolved. How important is the ether body, the astral body, beside the physical body that is
visible? When does the I awaken and become conscious and able to work with the other sheaths?
In which moments and places do the movements remain inward, when do they turn outward and
take hold of space consciously?
How do we move in this fifth cultural epoch? Have we become independent or are we still being led?
If so, by whom or what forces? Eurythmy is a gift from the spiritual world passed on to us by Rudolf
Steiner. How do we treat it? Are we looking after it or are we selling it off for a song?
Are we only adorning ourselves with it? Visible speech, visible singing: what do these words mean?
Surely, we want to make visible the spiritual contents of a text or piece of music? We are only instruments. I do not present myself in what I do, I want rather to realise, make visible what the poet or
composer wants to give of his inspirations to the world. My planned demonstration unfortunately
never took place.
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In this fifth cultural epoch we are free to research and investigate everything from a spiritual perspective; we can learn to understand how human beings of earlier epochs felt and thought.; So,
are we using this freedom only for ourselves and for our own personal fulfilment? Or is it enriching
our artistic inspiration? Rudolf Steiner’s indications for the various cultural epochs can give form
to eurythmy movements today, for without this element of form, my gestures express my own,
feelings, which are subjective.
The sequence of sounds in the evolutionary sequence alone - without an accompanying text, (B M
D-N R L-G CH F-S H T) has a story to tell. Anyone who works artistically on this sequence will bring his
or her own story to it, but not only that. (This is also true for any creative work: what we do has to
become an experience for the audience.)
The following might be an example of a simple story for the sequence:
PART 1
B: we are building a shelter, a house around ourselves;
M: we slowly feel our way out of the house or shelter;
D: we stand outside the door;
N: we are curious about everything around and go from one thing to the next, just taking a nip;
R: then we run around the house, letting the air move us;
L: we then discover how everything is growing and feel this growth.
PART 2
G: We then take a decision, pushing what has happened aside;
CH (German) we bring in new things;
F: send it on;
S: what we have sent on has perhaps caused a commotion that we need to assuage;
H: we free or come to ourselves
T: and are prepared to perceive the cosmic impact.
Is this too simple? Participants in my lay courses have always been amazed at the stories eurythmy
sounds can tell.
And now we need to do all this in Chinese, Egyptian, Persian and Ancient Greek: is not easy to create
and form the sounds using the indications I have described at the opening of this article. But that is
precisely what makes evident how human beings felt and thought.
The eurythmy figures can also help to find ways to experience what the individual sounds want to
say. How do I use the colours to create the gesture of the sound so that it becomes Egyptian, for
example? And is this right for this culture? Do we need to find other colours? And change them again
for a different cultural epoch?
For example:
B: the movement and form is light yellow, the feeling blue and the character red, particularly in the
arms.
M: the movement is green, the feeling blue, the character purple.
D: the movement is orange, the feeling vermilion, the character lilac. (And by the way, what is the
difference between purple and lilac? Rudolf Steiner’s indications were never arbitrary or imprecise!)
The entire zodiac is present in the sequence of sounds of this evolutionary sequence; only Aries is
not, but instead Leo appears twice.
There are four groups of three sounds, one leading to the next. Are we working with them today?
There is a lot of research going on, but what is being researched? What can be found is a rich collection of suggestions that are not intended for the head, the intellect, but that want to serve the
creative artistic work on this art of movement we have received, so that theory becomes practice.
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Coloured LED and Conventional Lighting
for Stage Eurythmy
As a eurythmist I had the opportunity in the past to perform in public theatres
on a number of occasions. The lighting on site was frequently made up of LED
lamps, and my experiences on stage in these venues was always the same: the
effect of the light was hard, sharp and blinding and it was only possible to see
the colour on the object itself. I often had the impression that the lighting was
simply only white but when I looked at the costumes I could see that the light
was coloured.
Those experiences now lie some years in the past and there have been new
develop-ments in LED lighting technology, especially for stage lighting, approximately every six months since. Then I came across COB (Chip On Board) LED
lamps. What makes these lamps special is that they no longer have built-in optical lenses which intensify the light by bundling it, thus contributing to their
blinding effect. The COB LED lamp produces a very wide beamed angle of light
of between 6° and 120°, as one would wish for eurythmy. In addition, this way of
constructing the lamp almost entirely eradicates the undesirable edges around
the coloured shadows. This COB technology is now making it possible to build
lamps that ‘physically’ light a stage in a way very like conventional lighting.
The fact that it has thus become possible to compare these two forms of lighting
in-spired me to organise a colloquium on the theme Coloured LED and Conventional Lighting for Eurythmy. The following report describes my experiences from
both my individ-ual work and from work done with others during the colloquium.

Klaus Suppan

Studied jazz and improvisation
(e-bass), also Music and Mediatechnology at the Anton Brückner University in Linz, AT. Studied
eurythmy in an individual program
at the Goetheanum. Currently teaching on the study program at the
Goetheanum. In Kairos Project Ensemble, Dornach.
klaus@suppan-licht-eurythmie.ch

The Structure of the Experiment
To compare both lighting systems, we installed a complete lighting system of
our own consisting only of COB LED lamps on the Eurythmeum CH stage, which
has its own con-ventional lighting equipment. These lamps have a colour mixture of the three primary lighting colours, red, green and blue. For the sake of
accuracy in the experiments, we positioned the LED lamps as close to the conventional lamps on the stage as possible so that we could light the stage in as
similar a way as possible.

Our Experiences
The participants in the colloquium were colleagues from eurythmy, formative
forces research and from physics. Everyone who took part kept switching from
the role of spectator to stage eurythmist and back. Simple eurythmy exercises
were lit with coloured or white light, switching from conventional to LED lighting and back again. Different eurythmists also performed either solos or duos;
some of these had lighting indications given by Rudolf Steiner, which were then
used in their performance.
The experiences garnered from the experiments were extraordinary. The first
direct comparison that came from the spectators was that several of them had
the impression that the effect of the coloured LED lamps was much fuller, stronger and fresher than the conventional lamps. The colours of the costumes also
came out strongly. The conventional lighting, however, looked rather dusty and
unprepossessing. The first thought that arose was that the conventional lighting
was outdated and the brilliance of the colours in the LED lamps might be a real
step forwards towards the future for eurythmy lighting. Rudolf Steiner wanted
a wide-angled, strongly coloured light for eurythmy and the COB LED lights fulfil

The following images can be
viewed in colour on www.suppan-licht-eurythmie.ch

LED lamp: individual diodes with
lenses
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these requirements.

Close-up of individual diodes with
lenses

COB LED-Lamb

Close-up of a COB chip
Photos from LED-Lambs by:
Thomas Sutter and Klaus Suppan
The spectroscope photos were
taken by Dr. Matthias Rang in the
course of the technical setup on
the Eu-rythmeum CH stage for the
colloquium.

In the group conversations about the first impressions made by the LED lamps, it
quickly became clear that that these observations always referred to the effect
of the light on the object. But the question to ask in relation to eurythmy as a
stage art needs to be different. For what eurythmy would like to do is allow precisely what lives in the spaces in between to become visible. So, the question for
further observation experiments was no longer how light works but how does
eurythmy work under conventional and LED lighting? The observations of the
eurythmy were as clear as the perceptions of the effects of the light. It appeared
as if the LED lighting always wanted to direct the spectators’ gaze towards the
object, the eurythmist. The spectators are then permanently challenged to keep
their gaze consciously on the spaces in between. Even for me as a eurythmist it
was only possible to hold my gaze with a lot of effort, and I think that it will be
even more difficult for an untrained audience. The observations suggest that it
is good to also direct one’s gaze towards the interplay of lighting and sound for
tone eurythmy. The impression of the effect of LED lighting on a piece of music
was also described as isolating. Conventional stage lighting, however, leaves the
spectators’ gaze much freer. They can decide themselves where they direct their
gaze and without a lot of effort.
When eurythmists moved on the stage, the space in between was the element
which demonstrated most clearly the differences in the quality of the lighting.
This becomes clear when the light is examined under a spectroscope.
The photo on the left shows the conventional white stage light and the one on

Conventional white stage light

LED light: red, green and blue (RGB) create white light when mixed.

the right LED light that has been mixed together to create white. In both photos
the distribution of the three primary colours, red, green and blue, is visible. The
three colours are particularly easy to recognise in the white LED light. Every colour stands independently and does not with mix with the neighbouring colours.
The three primary colours intermingle much more strongly for the conventional
white light. We could say that the space between the three primary colours is
filled out but they are like three separate columns that have nothing to do with
each other in the LED white light.
This phenomenon of the unfilled space in between, which occurs when LED light is
used, is visible in eurythmy. Conventional light gives eurythmists the experience
of a colourfille space surrounding them, with which they can develop a creative,
formative relationship. Depending on the colour, this space can either intensify
or dissolve the movement, and eurythmists can enter into a conversation with
the surrounding light space by means of their movements in space. However, in
the case of the coloured LED light this ‘in between’ is barely perceptible.
In conclusion, the qualities of light can be described in the following way: the
effect of the coloured LED light is brilliant but is not visible in the in between
spaces; it mainly works to light the object. The conventional light, on the other
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hand, is less brilliant, but it can also fill the spaces in between. A further step in
our observations related to a mixing of both kinds of light: we saw that the LED
lighting could support the brilliance of the colours of the conventional lighting
but that this is effective only up to a certain point. There comes a point when
the qualities of the LED light begin to dominate and suppress the effects of the
conventional lighting on the spaces in between.

The relationship between mixed light from LED RGB and from conventional white light
RGB LED light in relation to conventional light as a percentage:
100 / 100

75 / 100

40 / 100

At 100%, the strength of light measured in the middle of the stage was fixed at
175 lux for both types of light.

The Conclusions
At present the conventional wide-spread coloured stage lighting is the most suitable for eurythmy. It has a quality of coloured light which is visible and expresses itself in the spaces in between. I might say that this is the right tool for the
work we do. The LED light is of course a remarkable and many-sided tool, but it
is not suitable for eurythmy.
Nevertheless, in practice, situations may arise in which it is not possible to use
a fully coloured conventional lighting system. Then one might consider using
a mixed system, which will, however, need to be adjusted to the specific situation. From my experiences so far with lighting, I would currently recommend
in such exceptional circumstances that the colour intensity of the LED lamps is
restrained, to give the advantage to con-ventional lighting.
For those schools planning either building a new stage or renovating the old
one, it would be most important that those in charge investigate and experience
for them-selves what kind of lighting they might want to use. It is also possible,
for example, to hire both a conventional and an LED lighting system for a weekend and make the com-parison oneself; in this way, noone would be obliged to
rely on the arguments of architects or electricians.
In conclusion, I wish to warmly thank those who took part in the research for
their superb contributions. I particularly want to thank Thomas Sutter, without
whose pres-ence and financial support the project would not have been possible; I am extremely grateful to the Eurythmeum CH for lending us the necessary
infrastructure. Finally, I wish to express my gratitude to the trusts and other
organisations – the Edith Maryon Stiftung, the Anthroposophical Society in Germany’s support for research, and Sampo – for their financial support.

Further information on this theme
(in German) can be found here:
www.bildekraefte.de/arbeitsfelder
and www.bildekraefte.de/kalender
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How Can Practical Work with Copper Rods
help to Resolve Japan’s Current Social Crisis?
Yoichi Usami

A country reveals many different faces in the course of its history.
One of the ancient faces of Japan is very deeply anchored in everyday life; it
has its roots in Shintoism, a nature religion, and so is deeply unconscious. It is
visible in the cultural phenomena of chopsticks, sitting on the ground and the
reverence for many nature gods.
A second face only became visible about one hundred years ago, when the upper classes of the time became interested in Western culture, particularly in its
art and technology. These two faces are opposites, one is turned towards nature, the other towards a foreign civilisation.
Nevertheless, the two faces are linked because both are turned outwards to
search for a relationship to its own ‘I’; this happens either in nature or in foreign
civilisations.

Eurythmist, composer, director.
Born 1963 in Itoshima, Japan; studied marine biology. Eurythmy at
Eurythmeum Stuttgart. With the
Ensemble in Stuttgart and Hamburg till 1993. Stage work, solo,
duo and in small groups throughout Europe, Russia and USA.
Concerts with own compositions.
Theatre Programs. Conferences on
eurythmy and music. Performances (ca 100) in Japan since 1995.
Together with Yumi Matsuyama,
leads the program at the Yokohama Eurythmy School. Professor at
Sojo University. Teaches eurythmy
to adults and children. Author of
3 books.
Email address:
honeybeesarts@gmail.com

Then Japan experienced defeat in the Second World War. Efforts began to be
made to create a genuinely democratic constitution; Europe had set the example, but ancient conventions that still exist in Japan today held back this development. This is the third face of Japan.
In 2011 – exactly two times 33 years after Japan’s defeat in the second World War
– the country was hit by huge earthquakes and tsunamis, and one of the consequences was that four accidents occurred in the national atomic power stations.
Immediately after this, and as a reaction to the above events, Germany was looking for new ways and began to change the direction of its energy policy; other
European countries, too, began to phase out nuclear power stations. But the
Japanese government did not put any effort into developing new ways of thinking on this subject in spite of the fact that the message from FUKUSHIMA was
ringing out loud and clear.
They hung on to their old thought constructions and have been planning to rebuild the atomic power stations, just as new atomic plants are being planned
and constructed in other countries, such as in Turkey, Vietnam, India etc. Many
people in Japan who are more awake and have a more critical relationship to
atomic technology have begun to look for new ways of life embracing multicultural values; they have been attempting to found a cooperative approach to the
economic and cultural life.
FUKUSHIMA was responsible for Japan acquiring its fourth face.
In my mind’s eye, I can see an image of ASHURA, a wooden sculpture with three
faces and six hands. The Japanese name ASHURA comes from the ancient Indian Sanskrit word asura. It has two opposite meanings: asu (life) + ra (giver)
and then a (not) + sura (heaven). Good and evil are united in this word. But in
the middle of ASHURA’S head there is a young face, with pain-filled, courageous
eyes. I have been looking and continue to look for this new face in myself and in
other people.
How can I practise eurythmy with an attitude to life determined by these faces?
Since 2011 I have not been able to practise eurythmy as I used to; I have had to
try to develop something new. So, I began to work with copper rods in 2015 to
find out how this work might be able to help us stand, walk and act properly in
today’s Japan.
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1. What is the purpose of the copper rod exercises?
I studied eurythmy in Stuttgart from 1987 to 1991 and learned during this training how to work with copper rods. The seven basic exercises: the sevenfold
exercise, the twelvefold exercise, the spiral, the waterfall, ‘so it is’, ‘qui qui’ and
the rod throwing exercise are very impressive aids in caring for both one’s physical posture and etheric forces. At the time, I unfortunately did not know what
exactly the purpose of the individual rod exercises was. But I taught these seven
exercises to the children in my class and to adults with the purpose of ensuring
that the eurythmy movements flow and are well formed.
2. What did the Japanese lose in 2011 as a consequence of FUKUSHIMA?
The Japanese have lost the capacity to imitate and to empathise. Whenever I
give a eurythmy or painting lesson for children, I can feel this loss clearly.
The Japanese people have had to let go of their trust in their environment and in
the people around them. In their place group-soul forces have grown in strength
and these have frequently led to problematic situations in relationships between
individuals and groups. Individuals are not able to develop a wealth of soul qualities within such groups. In Japan, one refers to oneself as jibun: I am a part of
the whole. This is how an atmosphere dominated by unconscious forces arises;
it supports the growth and development of such group-soul forces. I have often
wondered where I might find an individual with an ‘I’ in Japan.

阿修羅像 (Ashura)
KOHUKU temple, Nara

3. How can the copper rod exercises help and support me in this situation?
I will describe how I present the rod exercises, starting from the physical positions, as I have been practising them as an experiment in schools until today.
• It is important that the rod is experienced as part of the human body. I therefore hold the rod very close to the body in the mood of the vowel O/oh.
• I take the rod in my hand - the word for palm of the hand in Japanese is tanagokoro and means the heart’s hand, which is a very appropriate word for use
with the rod exercises, in which we hold the rod in our hands.
We practise the rod exercises with the middle or heart of our hands, linked to
our own centre, and move the rods in the space around us; we want to maintain
the connection to our centre in every physical position and movement.

Before taking hold

We Japanese can thus find a calming centre, not closed to the outer world, but
open on all sides, like a Japanese stone garden or the human heart.
• The heart’s hand (palm) is also able to move on axes so that the rod circles
when moved from the wrist, as in it is so and qui qui. I now want to investigate
some of the individual exercises:
a: seven-fold rod exercise
In the first position, I hold the rod close to my chest; in this way, the feeling arises that the rod is inside me. Then I carry out the exercise as if I am doing it inside
myself. This creates a kind of cube within me.
b. The Waterfall
I point the ends of the rod towards the palms of my hands and wrap the tips of
my fingers around the rod. The rod comes from the middle aspect, the centre
of the surroundings, the cosmos, to the centre, the middle aspect of one’s own
body

Taking hold

c. It is So
I take hold of the middle of the horizontal rod keeping the thumbs below and
the four fingers above. And I turn my hands with the rod, and so also the axis,
which determines how the straight arms move.
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d. Qui Qui
The rod is placed horizontally on the tips of the fingers. The hands move up and
down around the rod, turning the hands on the axis of the palm, holding the rod
well on the surface of the hands.
e. Throwing the Rod
I hold the rod in the palm of my hand in a vertical position and quickly throw it
backwards and forwards once between my two hands at shoulder height before
I throw it from the palm of my hand to my partner standing opposite me in the
anapaest rhythm.

seven-fold rod exercise

Waterfall

Stretching my arms and feet, indeed, my whole body, I use tension (astral) and
relaxation (etheric) movements that have their equivalent in the traditional Japanese martial arts, for example in Kobudo or Aikido. To be able to create the
living and flexible centre oneself in the exercises, the arms, feet and trunk are
never totally tensed, they are not stretched to their extreme limits. This relates
to the anatomy of the back: it appears to be straight, but the spinal column is
actually S-shaped. In tone eurythmy, we create a gesture for major by sending
the astral body outwards through the right arm and the etheric body inwards
with a narrower movement. The minor gesture is almost the reverse of this: the
astral body moves inwards and the etheric body outwards.
• When I work with these realities of eurythmy, I sense two opposing directions
of energy in myself. When I practise the seven-fold rod exercise, I guide the
rod downwards over the front of my body and direct my will downwards (astral) at the same time. As this is going on, I perceive in myself another force moving in the other direction (etheric), upwards. The more consciously I practise
this rod exercise in this way, the more touched I am by this experience. I have
experienced something similar in the other rod exercises.
• When I place my foot on the ground in threefold walking, I experience at the
same time how my breath flows out (astral) with the movement of the body.
But as this is going on, an etheric energy (this is how I describe it) moves
upwards through the foot.
4. Where can the Japanese ‘I’ find a fitting space of its own?

It is So

The vowel I/ee in speech eurythmy is created between the upper and the lower
in our physical form: the two directions of light and heavy and bright and dark
are both present in it. In the Japanese language, I is written as the hiragana sign,
thus:「い」. On the right and left one can see two small curves as if an invisible ‘I’
might be in the central space between them. This space between is certainly a
space in which the strength of the ’I’ can be experienced in Japanese.
5. What is “気”? What does it stand for?
As described above, I can attempt to practise the rod exercises in such a way
that a new space for a new, conscious ‘I’ can emerge between the two directions, the one etheric, the other astral. Both directions are almost always present together in our Japanese physical form. This means「気」(ki in Japanese
means the etheric + the astral), and both are always present in one direction of
space in the human form. The group-soul contains the ki of many people who
want to be together, within it. Can it be divided or shared?

Qui Qui

Conclusion
How might we take hold of ki in a new way so that a new face, like the third face
of ASHURA, appears?
In the present age Japan needs to finally push through to its own genuine personality or individuality. I think that today we need to consciously share or divide
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ki within us in its two opposing spatial directions: in an etheric and an astral
direction. If this occurs, a calming, empty space emerges in me in which my own
individual personality can live. The new face, a necessity, can now appear; it is
also the human centre in the rod exercises. I have also been working at having a
second centre in the palm of my hand, that in Japanese is called the heart of the
hand. This becomes a new centre in my arm movements. I connect my centre to
the centre of my surroundings (cosmos).
I have now described in a more personal way what I have been thinking and
doing to help a chaotic Japan in the post-Fukushima era. I very much hope that
you find the time to read this article and to respond to it in the next issue of the
Section newsletter. If you are interested you may also contact me directly. Many
thanks!

Throwing the Rod
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SPEECH, THEATRE & ACTING
Forms of Text and Styles of Speaking
Pierre Tabouret

The following is an aphoristic summary of a revised and amended introductory paper written for a meeting of the speech and drama trainers at the Goetheanum in
April 2015. The structures presented here have been investigated in conversations
with colleagues in the profession and slightly altered for this publication. I hope
that the contents may stimulate further discussion and exploration.

The Question
In the chapter entitled Destiny and the Reincarnation of the Spirit in his book
Theosophy, Rudolf Steiner intended to make the idea of reincarnation of the
human spirit and of questions of destiny in repeated earthly lives more understandable for his readers.
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In this article, I shall be setting out a two-fold process, which indicates that there
is a structure underlying the question being addressed here, i.e. that of determining and interpreting the different styles of speaking (recitation, declamation
and conversation) and the different forms of text (epic, dramatic & lyric).
In the past I felt that Rudolf Steiner’s descriptions in the three lectures of September 1920, the Art of Recitation and Declamation, are confused in part and I
understood them to be more indications and suggestions for independent work.
The unclarities regarding the relationships between these six terms and the
fields of experience were not, in my view, resolved in the lectures in the Speech
and Drama course of 1924, which partly repeated what had already been said.
There are two groups of questions to address:
On the one hand, we need to define the terminology. What is the relationship
between the two groups of three terms? Do they name the same thing from different perspectives? Or are they fundamentally different? Sometimes we talk of
‘recitational texts’ or of ‘epic and lyrical speaking’, mixing up the perspectives.
Rudolf and Marie Steiner themselves used such descriptions. How is this to be
understood?
On the other hand, we need to clarify the matter from a practical perspective,
for there are many texts which have not only been written in one form or can be
spoken in one style. There are transitions, for example, between recitation and
declamation or jumps between epic and lyric in the one text, there are examples
of lyric texts coloured by the qualities of epic or dramatic. How do we deal with
this practically?

The Basic Structure
Rudolf Steiner describes two processes in the above-mentioned chapter in
Theosophy.
I shall begin with a learning process: we create our experiences from what comes
towards us during the day when we are in a waking state. Those experiences are
transformed into strengths during the night when we are asleep, they become
abilities and enable us to act differently tomorrow to how we acted today.
Rudolf Steiner makes the following distinctions: there is the immediate mental
image that arises while there is still contact with the perception; the sensation
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arising from the experience; the remembered image, which is recreated when
the remaining traces of the original image are perceived anew; the images created in the spirit and integrated into a destiny and the strengths which have been
transformed into abilities. A learning process occurs here.
In addition, a process of transformation takes place: individual initiatives lead to
deeds, deeds are placed in the outer world. And the traces or consequences of
these deeds can be found in that outer world. The deeds also have inner consequences; they are not finished and in a later life need to be completed by further
deeds. The inner drive to carry out deeds of completion and the effects of these
on the outer world attract each other and then form destiny events, destiny meetings and destiny relationships, because they belong to both aspects of the ‘I’.
Rudolf Steiner further differentiates: there is the ability for self-development
that begins before birth, from which he deduces that there are repeated earthly
lives, that the human spirit reincarnates and becomes more and more individual,
and there is the striving for completion of the actions that have been begun,
from which he arrives at the conclusion that there are destiny relationships
which lead us to places where the actions of completion can take place. This is
the point of the process of transformation.
If we take into consideration that both in the deep sleep that occurs between
falling asleep and waking and between death and rebirth in between two earthly
lives, our ‘I’ continues to expand until it reaches the cosmic midnight hour and
its zenith, in order from there, after eversion has taken place, to turn its attention again to our lives on earth with newly acquired abilities and renewed desire
for action, we can say that both processes are repeated daily. Our reincarnation
impulses and the conditions given by destiny interact continually, thereby renewing themselves. They intermingle so that a completely individual biography can
come about.
We can sketch this as a figure of eight (image 1):
• the three areas or worlds: perpetuity in the spirit (at the top), the present in the soul (middle),
transience in the body (below);
• the counter-stream: it solidifies in the ‘I’, for the
‘I’ stands at the point where the two streams
merge. It participates in transience with its
body, in the present with its soul and in perpetuity with its spirit. It also links the two streams
of formative impulses and the conditions of
destiny in its own constitution;

blue

red

• the two eversions: the one, by means of which
experiences are, on the one hand, taken up as
the image of the perception of destiny, and on the other, as the power or
strength needed to develop the abilities mentioned above, and to enable the
new actions; this leads into the stream of incarnation (red); the other, by means of which deeds leave their traces in the outer world and cause consequences in the inner life of human beings so that the desire or drive to complete
actions and the destiny created by approaching living conditions are drawn
towards each other in the ‘I’ in order to transform the traces; these flow on in
the stream of destiny (blue).
Now that this background has been established, we can turn to our original
theme.
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Styles of Speaking and Forms of Text
What is meant here by style of speaking or speech style is how I engage my
whole being as body, soul and spirit to express something in speech in accordance with my constitution. There are different possible processes which can be
observed and to which Rudolf Steiner drew our attention.
The term style or form of text refers to how we differentiate between texts,
using the relationship between the contents and the form to do this. Texts have
various observable fabrics or textures to which Rudolf Steiner has also drawn
our attention.
The styles of speaking ask us to work with our speech being as a tool. It corresponds to the stream of our abilities, of what we have inherited. The structure
or constitution of our body, soul and spirit can be employed or permeated as an
instrument of speech in a variety of ways.
The forms or styles of text, which process the contents of our experiences, correspond to the stream of destiny or school of life, by means of which we develop
and transform and work at the burden or gift of our past lives. One can read in
many texts written by the most varied of authors how earlier experiences that
have become karmic relationships have been processed. It is possible to divide
or categorise styles of speaking and styles or forms of texts, using the same
principle of the two opposing streams (image 2).
If we now look at the styles of speaking and connect them with the French tradition, with Goethe, Hermann Grimm and Rudolf Steiner, we can distinguish declamation as the style of speaking which is rooted in the incarnation process and recitation as the style of speaking created out of destiny processes; conversation
as the style of speaking which occurs in the light of the interaction between the
solidification and the development of the ’I’. The ‘I’ develops in direct exchange
between itself and another individual and that is why dialogue is indicated as a
third style of speaking.
We can also clearly distinguish between the
forms or styles of text and see the dramatic style
as a description of incarnation processes (freedom and strength), as a consequence of self-affirmation; texts in the epic style as the account of
destiny events (birth and death), as the interpretation of world powers; texts in the lyric style as
description of the self and of activities of the ‘I’
(empathy and love).

blue

red

These distinctions can be summarised in a sketch
similar to the first (image 2). Any number of examples from world literature as well as our own
observations on the processes of speaking can
provide proof of this way of distinguishing and
differentiating.

Perspectives
The insights sketched above may give rise to many questions which cannot be
addressed here immediately. May the following perspectives, as examples, be
joined by other questions, and in the future, serve to stimulate the artistic collaboration between speech artists, eurythmists, actors and perhaps even writers
or poets.
These considerations are intended as an approach to a continual elaboration
and development of reflections on the egomorphosis of speech and language.
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This central concept of linguistics, that corresponds to the problem of the statement in structural
linguistics, was developed and set out in some detail by Herbert Witzenmann in a variety of his writings and indicates the archetypal phenomenon of language, namely that everything that appears
in the form of language is, structurally, a metamorphosis of the basic structure of the human ‘I’.
Everything that appears as language has the character of sentences and expresses a specific relationship of the ‘I’ to the world.
Rudolf Steiner characterised three styles of speaking in some depth and breadth and gave for all
three a clearly differentiated breathing exercise with explanations: In the vast, unmeasured… as
preparation for recitation, Fulfilling goes… as preparation for declamation, and the levels of observation and transformation found in the six revelations of speech as preparation for dialogue.
The introduction of the six revelations of speech is in fact – if we study closely what Rudolf Steiner
set out in the second lecture in the course on speech and drama - an introduction to a breathing
exercise that takes hold of the whole human being in his or her engagement with another living
human being. Fulfilling goes …is a will exercise, and goes through the twelve signs of the zodiac, as
set out in the speech eurythmy course. And In the vast, unmeasured… is an exercise for structuring,
for the rhythmical formation of the stream of the voice and speech. If this exercise is practised with
You find yourself… as Rudolf Steiner suggested, then it has seven parts, and a further forming of the
resonance spaces in the speech instrument now becomes possible.
How syllables are shaped and formed varies; consonants and vowels take on distinct functions and
characters, depending on the style of speaking. In recitation, the voice stream flows strongly and
appears as such in the vowels carrying the syllables. The rhythm-giving consonants give structure
and direction to this stream, so that every detail becomes uniquely interesting. When we declaim,
the consonants give structure and structured movement to the syllables, so that all the power and
strength of the emotions can appear in the vowels. When we speak in dialogue, all the syllables are
filled with gestures; they become gestures of the will that stream through the breath, gestures of
feeling that stream through the sounds and gestures of consciousness that stream through the
subtext, so that speech, contents and action become one and are as effective as if they are deeds
(please see Rudolf Steiner’s own explanations to the seventh scene of the first mystery drama).
We can thus grasp, understand, the sculptural and musical elements of poetic language and all the
changes they go through, on the journey from the poet or writer to the performer, speaker or
eurythmist and on to the audience.
By clarifying the differences between the styles of speech and the forms of texts, we can also clarify technical aspects of speaking. According to Rudolf Steiner, the difference between speaking
for recitation and declamation is that the moment of change from breathing in to breathing out
occurs either before the formation of the mental image in recitation or only after the speaker has
become aware of what he or she knows, feels or wants, in declamation. The difference between
epic, dramatic and lyric speaking styles is not caused by the variations in the ways in which the breathing is organised, (please see styles of speech) but by the placement chosen when the speaker
first speaks. How does the pressure of the outbreath come about, or where does the power of the
outbreath, which utilises the different placement regions in the mouth, come from? Belly, flank and
chest muscles give different qualities to the outbreath when we begin to speak, and correspond to
the different regions used in the placements in the mouth, i.e. the soft palate, tongue and lips.

An Additional Thought
I had been wondering for a long while why Rudolf Steiner mentions conversation at the beginning
of the course of lectures on speech and drama but does not expand on this. I have also wondered
why he does not address conversation in the lectures on declamation and recitation. – In fact, a clear
answer emerges if we ask a further question: why does Rudolf Steiner begin his lectures in both
courses with a presentation of the seventh scene in the first mystery drama, The Portal of Initiation?
In the seventh scene, an exchange takes place in the spiritual world in which all the characteristics
of conversation can be observed and then understood. (The relationship between forming speech, or speaking, and listening, the differentiated style of speaking for dialogue, with lyric, epic and
dramatic nuances, depending on which of the soul forces is speaking, as well as the differentiated
sound moods or atmospheres and the dramatic movements made on stage, result in a performance
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that is not symbolic but realistic, from a soul-spiritual perspective.) So, thanks to
the two series of lectures, a fairly complete explanation of the theme is given.
But we need to come to an understanding of this way of speaking for dialogue
that is new, as Rudolf Steiner intended it. The dialogue style in this scene is neither the discussion between nor the clash of two characters but the harmony
between the different ‘I’s and higher beings. This is expressed in the harmonious
contributions given by the elemental beings and in the balance of the soul forces
as well as in the lyrical poetry. This is why conversation can also be called a merging or flowing together, i.e. a ‘speaking’ in which everyone creates and forms
their own words and sentences out of their understanding and experience of
both their own thoughts and experiences and of those of their conversation
partners, so that a composition is developed together through which the higher
being of language can shimmer or shine.
As this article will be appearing in the Section newsletter, I would like to add
that it gives a basis for renewing our approach to the collaboration between
eurythmists and speech artists on the distinction between Apollonian and Dionysian styles of performance. I would also like to express the hope that, if this
collaboration takes place, speech eurythmy may be given more respect again.

The Origins of Creative Speech or Formative
Speech: A Cultural Perspective
The following is an extract from a lecture given during the Therapeutic Speech
conference in 2016. The lecture was an attempt to uncover the sources of Marie
Steiner’s artistry in relation to her artistic development and to find a perspective
on it. (Cf. newsletter Performing Arts Section newsletter, Michaelmas 2016). In
the previous year I had given a lecture on the history of the Marie Steiner Speech
School run by Johann Wolfgang and Hertha-Louise Ernst. The passage printed here
is part of a research thesis on the history of Formative Speech

Jürg Schmied

As soon as one begins to research the origins of formative speech or creative
speech, the question cannot help but arise as to the state of speech and speaking in general and the state of formative speech today. What is its position
in contemporary culture? The answers can only come from the inner life and
strength of this impulse and from human beings themselves.
Marie Steiner’s artistic path was at the same time the beginning of the development of creative speech. Her meeting with Rudolf Steiner, their joint founding
of the anthroposophical movement, the development of the art of speech in
recitation, the mystery dramas, eurythmy and education as well as the creation
of the Goetheanum stage ensemble, all enabled its further development.
The situation today is that even the stage ensemble that represents the anthroposophical performing arts claims to have abolished or got rid of formative speech.
But saying goodbye to a tradition and a style does not necessarily mean that we
need to question creative speech itself. To concur with Gustav Mahler: Tradition is
sloppy and the death of art; any style is tied to its time but art itself is not.
Research into the sources can open the door to its future as long as it does not
intend to merely preserve. The title of the congress held in Stuttgart in 1921
was Cultural Perspectives of the Anthroposophical Movement. A part of the programme was a course entitled The Art of Declamation A: Practice Marie Steiner
B. Theory: Rudolf Steiner[1]. An article by Marie Steiner entitled On the Art of
Recitation was in the congress issue of the magazine Die Drei published at the
same time. It was the result of twenty years of collaboration between Marie
and Rudolf Steiner in this field. Creative speech had reached the point when it
could not only be experienced in performance but there was also a method for
teaching it. The two of them dedicated themselves to this work: they organised
numerous events together that included lectures with examples of recitation.
The work reached its pinnacle in 1924, when Rudolf Steiner held the course of
eighteen lectures on speech and drama. After Rudolf Steiner’s death in 1925,
Marie Steiner used the lectures as the foundations for the development of her
artistic work, that included the Goetheanum stage and all its productions, recitals and eurythmy performances with every ounce of energy at her disposal.
This developmental phase ended in 1948, when Marie Steiner died.
The purpose of this lecture is primarily to examine the creator of this art in a
modern sense, both her obviously deeply impressive and not easily accessible
personality and her work. We – speech artists, eurythmists, teachers and therapists - owe her our professional existence at least, and much more than that, our
artistic, and perhaps even our human, soul and spiritual existence.

Born 1957 in Switzerland. Studied
speech and drama at the Marie
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literature and Greek at the University of Basel.
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Speech therapist at the Lahnhoehe
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in Lahnstein, Germany, since September 2012.

Note:
[1] Hella Wiesberger: Aus dem Leben von Marie Steiner-von Sivers,
(The Life of Marie Steiner-von Sivers) Dornach 1956, S. 99.
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How did Marie Steiner speak? Some ‘ear-witness’ accounts
The attempt to create a picture of the individuality and artistic work of Marie
Steiner-von Sivers gives rise to the troublesome question of how a picture of
a living art of speaking can be achieved at all. The opportunity to experience it
directly has gone, after all; the echoes are becoming weaker and weaker.
Artistic ability is an individual matter and people experienced Marie Steiner as an
artistic individuality very much in this way. Her art has faded. Even if we did have
recordings of her voice, the most important aspect would be missing: the encounter, the uniqueness of her artistic appearance as a reciter, in performances
on stage, in conversation, rehearsals or lessons. Only the reports of her contemporaries and a living understanding of art can bring us closer to Marie Steiner’s
artistic power and uniqueness.
I have frequently asked people who had heard Marie Steiner’s voice about how
she had spoken:
Frau Börner, an old lady from Malsch, Germany, who experienced both Marie
Steiner and Rudolf Steiner personally, told me that while still in her teens she
missed the start of a performance but was allowed late entry, right in the middle
of Marie Steiner’s recitation. The first thing that she thought was: What is she
doing? Then, in the following moment, she thought: But everyone needs to speak
like this! And when I asked her how Marie Steiner’s voice had sounded, she told
me that the sounds had done ‘somersaults’ and ‘rolls’.
Another witness, a eurythmist who had trained in the first group in Stuttgart
and participated in the lectures on speech and drama, Tilla Bollig, described that
Marie Steiner had spoken as speaking was supposed to be: deeply touching and
moving. For example, in the repeated lines in a ballad, Rohtraut, beautiful Rohtraut: everything that the boy had experienced, all his feelings that lay beneath
the surface had resonated touchingly.
My teacher, Dr. Ernst, replied to my question about how Marie Steiner had spoken that it was barely possible to describe it. At a much later date, however, he
did try to do just that in an article.[2] He described a cry Marie Steiner uttered during a rehearsal for Schiller’s Maria Stuart: that is the most beautiful thing about
language, that you can do anything and everything with it. And it was as clear as it
possibly could be to her students that no-one could do what she could.

Marie Steiner’s Artistic Path
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In the last year of her life, Marie Steiner was asked how she had developed the
art of speech in practice. She replied: Well, initially I had good teachers, such as Fr.
Strauch-Spettini, who had a solid traditional background. After that I had to rely
on myself.[3] Her artistic journey was clearly entirely her own.
Marie von Sivers was born into a German-Baltic military family of officer class
in 1867. Apart from German, the languages spoken in the circles she moved in
were Russian, French and English. She was given a broad, humanistic education,
which included history, languages and literature, in a German private school She
felt at home in the world of literature and art. She sensed the sound of poems
by speaking them aloud herself. She would have loved to have learned ancient
Greek, inspired by her enthusiasm for the beauty of Greek art and impressed by
the characters in Homer’s writings, but her family considered it unnecessary. We
know that it was her deepest wish to study philology, but …the revolutionary
atmosphere strongly present at the Russian universities and colleges made it impossible for such highly conservative families to give their consent.[4]
She studied several foreign languages entirely in isolation, and came to master
them to a high degree. However, her family encouraged her love of recitals to a
certain point, and she was allowed to participate in social occasions involving the-

atre.[5] She escaped the narrowness of these circumstances for a while on two
journeys she took with her mother to Vienna, Switzerland and Italy and would
have liked to have spent some time abroad. But the family vetoed it again. To
qualify as a teacher, she probably attended a Russian grammar school around
1889.
Correct Voice Placements as a Cure for Laryngopathy
When teaching in a German school for working class children… she strained… her
vocal chords… (and was)… forced to stop teaching as a consequence of losing her
voice. She then contracted a cold on the night of Easter Saturday… and together
they caused a prolonged case of laryngopathy. Diverse medical therapies… led only
gradually to an improvement. On the recommendation of a doctor, Marie von Sivers even began to take speech lessons to strengthen her voice with a French actor
called Strincs, without, however, achieving any noticeable results.[6]
Approximately 8 years later, the situation was such that she herself did not believe that she would ever have a career on the stage because she was suffering
at the time from a weakness of the vocal chords.[7] Marie Steiner added: Destiny
often chooses such paths in order to loosen something within us, so that in our
struggle against such adversity we achieve what we never would have achieved without it.[8] Later she saw this as destiny’s way of helping her in her efforts to create
a way of speaking freed from the speech instrument as Rudolf Steiner intended.[9]

Marie von Sivers 1867 - 1948
© Rudolf Steiner Archive, Dornach

She was not dealing with permanent damage to her larynx, of which she was
later accused by those with the defamatory intentions, but rather with a protracted illness that lasted 8-10 years. I am explaining this in such detail to counter the
evil and long-lasting rumours that creative speech – as it has been passed down
for far too long in a certain one-sidedness for which the speech work itself is not
responsible – can be said to be a product of Marie Steiner’s throat illness.

Art as an escape from a suffocating and narrow middle-class existence
Marie von Sivers must have suffered unspeakably as a member …of the circle of
military families. She felt confined and pressured in this stifling and spiritually dead,
rigid atmosphere.
Her family even hampered her thorough studies of Russian literature, especially
of the novels of Tolstoi, as well as her attendance at advanced courses and her
connections with some sort of social groups.[10] She wrote of this herself: I had little
contact with the Russian cities, with Moscow and Petersburg. I always longed to
live in the country amongst simple people.[11] She experienced the social life of St.
Petersburg as deadening and doomed.[12] She decided to move to her brother’s
estate and to devote her energies to social work amongst the poor and needy.
She spent about three years there and at the end of this time had a serious accident. The consequences burdened her for years afterwards until she was suddenly healed while in Bologna in 1911. Her brother died unexpectedly shortly after
her life-threatening accident and she returned to Petersburg.
Ilja Duwan described how much she could be a Russian amongst Russians[13], and
Tatiana Kisseleva reported how Marie von Sivers had talked with great love of
her own old nanja, her nanny, who had been entrusted with the care of the younger
children in the von Sivers family, and how such nannies, simple village women,
took folk poetry, legends and fairy tales , folksongs and verses full of folk wisdom
into the atmosphere of distinguished families and awoke truly religious and poetic
forces in the souls of those entrusted to their care.[14]
She had the opportunity to go to the theatre and see many of the most famous actors of the age. In this way, she was able to begin to school her artistic judgment.
And poets and thinkers continued to be the subjects of her ongoing private studies; she had exercise books in which she took notes of her research into history,
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art history and literature. She destroyed them all except the last page of one,
on which stood the words: Où trouver la vérité? (Where can we find the truth?)
To escape her family ties, Marie Steiner’s health needed to reach the point of collapse. Marie Steiner described in an autobiographical fragment that this made
a two-year stay in the Villa Lumiere in Paris possible.[15] She had the opportunity
to observe classes at the conservatoire of the Comédie française. However, the
acting school that prepared students for auditions for the conservatoire did not
appeal to her. The physical and spiritual airlessness of the packed, low-ceilinged
rooms frightened me and I stayed away.[16] Instead, she took private classes…
with Mme Favart, who has been the leading actress at the Comédie Française for
many years. This led to a warm friendship.[17]

Studies of recitation and acting
in Paris © Rudolf Steiner Archive,
Dornach
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Her interest in continuing her training in the vicinity of the Comédie française,
her observation of classes at the Conservatoire in Paris and the lessons with the
actress Marie Favart later became the reason for the accusation that, in contrast
to Rudolf Steiner’s understanding, Marie Steiner had cultivated a stiff, classical
style of speaking, influenced by the Comédie française, even that she completed
her training there. Neither is true. She herself described her teacher with great
affection: poetry lived in the elderly woman like a flame[18], yet reported, when she
asked her about a breathing technique, that Mme Favart replied with surprise:
what special breathing technique can there be? And then she gave an ingenious
summary of the method: breathe in the spirit of the literature or poetry and then
you will breathe it out again. However, she also emphasised that what was being
done in every conservatory unconsciously is no longer up-to-date and sustainable.[19]
Development of her individual artistic ideals
In an introduction to the German edition of the Speech and Drama course called Creative Speech, Marie Steiner wrote very clearly that we urgently need
to …. distinguish between spirituality and hollow pathos… When German
actors copied the elegant style of the French theatre with its long tradition,
their work gradually became empty and yet filled with pathos. … When we illuminate speech with our consciousness, we acquire knowledge of the laws and
principles underlying language that have not yet revealed, the ability to work
with them and therefore - if we have enough artistic talent - the opportunity to
overcome false pathos and acquire true spirituality. Real truth…which we find
when we grasp the living essence...this essence corresponds to an artistic line,
the will of which, the movement dynamic of which, must never be broken.
For speech is flowing movement, carried by an inner musicality, with the magic of colourful images and sculptured forms.
That is her own understanding of art, her own aesthetics, different to the
French art of acting and recitation! And that she lived and practised this as a
consummate artist, the reports, the witnesses, they leave no room for doubt.

Creative Speech: A Luxury for Enthusiasts or
Vital Cultural Impulse?
I realised yet again last autumn, when I saw a eurythmy performance created
with upper school students in mind, how difficult it can be to harmonise contemporary life and living speech. It was a modern performance with interesting
costumes, contemporary music and texts which intended to reach the young
people and enthuse them for eurythmy as an art.

Ulrike Hans

The little ensemble was accompanied by a professional pianist. Unfortunately,
professional speech artists were not part of the programme.
There was a large audience of Waldorf teachers and the programme was met
with enthusiasm, the applause was long-lasting. Only one or two people noticed
that the texts had been spoken by eurythmists and that in most cases they only
delivered the contents. The eurythmists’ speech was easy to understand and the
voices were strong, but there was almost no attention given to gestures, either
for sounds or words. So, it could indeed be said that from this perspective the
performance was modern.
As citizens of the 21st century, we are all also participants in a culture of language and speech and an understanding of what language and speech is that is
clearly different from the one prevalent at the beginning and in the middle of the
last century in German-speaking countries. When Rudolf Steiner began to investigate the most varied of phenomena in relation to spoken language, the spirit
of Goethe, Schiller, and Wilhelm von Humboldt were at work within the culture,
even if their effectivity was declining extremely rapidly.
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What characterises Humboldt’s understanding of speech can best be set out in
a quotation from his work, entitled On the Diversity of Human Language Construction and Its Influence Upon the Mental Development of the Human Species, he
wrote:
Language, regarded in its real nature, is an enduring thing, and at every moment a transitory one. Even its maintenance by writing is always just an incomplete, mummy-like preservation, only needed again in attempting thereby to
picture the living utterance. In itself it is no product (ergon), but an activity
(energeia)….it is the ever-repeated mental labour of making the articulated
sound capable of expressing thought…To describe languages as a work of the
spirit is a perfectly correct and adequate terminology, if only because the existence of spirit as such can be thought of only in and as activity.
The awareness that language is the work of the human spirit and therefore that
the human being is in the position to express the spirit inherent in the world was
still – to a certain extent - prevalent at the time. Humboldt’s research into language defined it not as finished product but as energeia, something living that can
be created anew, reproduced, again and again At the same time, the character
of language as activity stands in the foreground, language can be thought of in
connection with speaking. And speaking means making the spirit perceptible,
tangible, not only by means of spiritual contents but in the act of creation itself.
But another perspective was in the process of emerging and Marie and Rudolf
Steiner were very much aware of the changes.
Rudolf Steiner mentioned the philosopher Fritz Mauthner and his three-volume
work on the philosophy of language, Kritik der Sprache (Critique of Language) in
several of his lectures (cf. Steiner, CW 169). In this work, first published in 1902
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and reprinted several times up until the 1980s, Mauthner demonstrates that language does not
actually exist. The human languages are so diverse that the term or concept language is itself abstract. Mauthner already saw language as a system or object and he indicated the inadequacy of this
system that according to him was not in a position to describe objective truths and spiritual laws or
principles.
Another work by Mauthner, Cours de linguistique générale (General Course on Linguistics) has had
an even stronger and longer effect, indeed it has lasted until today: it is on Ferdinand de Saussure,
the French linguistics researcher. The work was published posthumously in 1916. He formulated the
principle of arbitrariness in the signs for the sounds for the first time. This principle states that the
signs or symbols for the sounds - and this includes words and syllables – are free of all meaning and
therefore have no connection to the contents of what has been said. Sounds are nothing more than
symbols or conventionalised signs.
Ultimately, this principle was preparing an understanding of language that assumes that one might
equally well speak numbers instead of words and use them to communicate, if only the numbers
had attached to them a fixed and learnable meaning.
In this new understanding, not only sounds, words and sentences but also grammar and style forms
and structures were no longer expressions of the whole human being; when this had been the case,
human beings had been able to discover the principles inherent in the world and in the cosmos and
to recreate them by naming them. Much more, these elements of language coagulated into a new
system of agreed symbols that communicated the contents of thoughts.
Speech formation was born into this context. At exactly the same time as Humboldt’s understanding of the significance of speech and an idealistic idea of culture were beginning to fade within
the general culture of speech and speaking, and the rational and scientific use of language was
gradually becoming more prevalent, Marie and Rudolf Steiner were developing an entirely new understanding of language and implementing it by means of the art of speech and acting in the culture
of the time.
The principle of the arbitrariness of sounds, which assumed that the sound of a language had nothing to do with the contents of what was being said, was to become the dominating idea within
the study of language (Meyer-Kalkus, p. 194) after 1945, and is still the primary school of thought in
linguistics and the general science of speech today. We are living in a time in which most of society
assumes that sounds are nothing more than symbols. Sounds and words are free agreements and
are used accordingly. Whether someone, for example, describes an event in a human being’s inner
life as a feeling or an emotion does not depend on how the event is understood but on what word
is in common usage. In this theory, the contents and non-verbal signals that put what has been said
in a context and indicate the attitude of the speaker are what give language meaning.
Another development, which also started in the first third of the twentieth century and is still relevant today, soon began to undermine our trust in the contents of language, too. In 1928, the
German-born American Edward Bernays, a nephew of Sigmund Freud, published his book Propaganda, in which he demonstrated how the insights from psychoanalysis can use words and images to
manipulate and control the masses. He used slogans that made use of human longing for security,
freedom, happiness or order for this. What happens to words when language is used in this way is
described today by the advertising industry as the process of ‘loading’ words. Concepts are ‘loaded’
positively or negatively, entirely according to what is needed, to achieve particular effects. In 1917,
when the US government’s intention was to win over the American people to join the first World
War, the recommendations Bernays made to the government were enormously successful. On another occasion, he helped the tobacco industry to persuade women to start smoking by equating
smoking with freedom and emancipation. This was how the advertising industry started. Is it not an
irony of fate that in Germany Joseph Goebbels also made use of what Bernays – himself Jewish –
had written to stir up hate against the Jews in highly manipulative campaigns?
What were the effects of these machinations on our relationship to the language we speak?
After the principle of arbitrariness robbed language of its spiritual dimensions, content was all that
remained. But after 1945 our trust in the contents of language was also shattered when it beca-
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me apparent that language and images had been successfully manipulated to transform innocent
citizens into murderers. Language became something that was to be treated with caution. It can
seduce and deceive, it can be misunderstood and anyone can use it to say exactly the opposite of
what is meant. Most recently, we have seen in the US election campaign how easy it has been to
make distortion and lies socially acceptable today.
We are living in a culture that is permeated by the thought that language of itself has no spiritual
contents and that only the contents of the thought formulated in the words is what creates the
spiritual dimension. At the same time, this content cannot be trusted because the words often no
longer say what is really meant. And yet we cannot survive without language, we depend on it to
enable human encounter and to access and open the world.
What is the understanding of language with which Marie and Rudolf Steiner counter this?
One of the Steiners’ central themes in relation to language and thinking is that the sense of movement is what makes all external impressions comprehensible. Human beings imitate phenomena
perceived in the world by means of their internal muscular movements and thus arrive at an understanding of these phenomena (cf. Steiner, CW 310). Inner images arise when these external phenomena are processed further. The sounds are the symbolic equivalents of tones or sounds found in
nature and the world around. A further element in the creation of language is what human beings
themselves sense in relation to the impressions they perceive. According to Steiner, only when the
processes of imitation, symbolisation and the expression of feelings came together, linked up, was
what constituted human language born.
These three activities take place in the human being either pre-consciously or unconsciously. So,
for Steiner the creation of the sounds and words in a language is an artistic process, not a rational
one. Sounds and words started life in the ability of human beings to imagine; this has led them to
find forms of expression playfully and helped them to communicate their experiences in more and
more differentiated ways. And I can expect from language as little as I expect that a painting depicts
the world realistically. Human beings only ever express themselves in language symbolically, they
reproduce what they have perceived in an image. The languages of the world therefore need to be
seen as works of art, each with its own characteristic idiosyncrasies; they have been created not by
one single artist but by peoples and cultural communities in the course of evolution (cf. Steiner, CW
282). If now human beings speak because words and sounds already exist, they do it by repeatedly
and actively recreating the gestures of sound, word and sentence in their own speech instrument.
Steiner understands the activity of speaking as a gestural event that takes place within the entire human movement organism; the main movement is made by the larynx. In this understanding
or approach, the verbal expressions of language are nothing more than gestures that have been
transferred to movements of the larynx (cf. Steiner, CW 169). On the one hand, soul activities shine
through the spoken word in the suprasegmental area, but on the other hand according to Steiner
they have also taken part in the creation of the sounds (ibid.).
It is interesting to look at exactly what is imitated in the gesture or what the speech gesture can describe, and I would like to investigate this using an example that Steiner gives in Eurythmy as Visible
Speech (Steiner, CW 279):
Steiner demonstrated sound gesture using the little word L E I M (in English: glue). He described the
L as watery, wave-like and flowing; at the same time L has the capacity to create forms or to transform matter. The EI (ed: I as in night: ay – i) might be described as an affectionate clinging or snuggling; M has the tendency to approach everything with sympathy, to adopt the form of everything.
(All quotations in italics are from Steiner, CW 279.) If we want to describe the movement process
that arises from these characterisations of individual sounds as an idea or concept, we might say the
following: the word L EI M describes something that flows and forms, clings and takes on any form.
The gesture of a sound describes not only a superficially visible characteristic but in this case the
consistency of the object (fluid, malleable) and, in addition, the way it connects with other objects
(clinging, forming, taking on the form). The EI as vowel gesture adds an affectionate and open quality and by sensing the EI as clinging or snuggling, an element of will, which we might describe as
sympathy, is added to the description.
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In my opinion, the particular significance for contemporary culture of this approach to gesture found in creative speech comes from the process of perception
of language that Steiner describes in his teachings on the senses. Steiner describes movement as an organic foundation for the perception of language (Cf. CW
170). Our ability to move on the one hand and to not move or hold back gestures
on the other is decisive for our ability to perceive language (cf. CW 170). We
perceive language, therefore, when we hold back our own inner gestures and
allow the speaker’s gestures to stimulate our movement instrument externally.
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Research conducted by William S. Condon (cf. Condon et al.1971) in the 1970s demonstrates that synchronised micro-movements do indeed occur between the
speaker and listener. Condon himself describes this as the listener dancing with
the movements of the speaker (cf. Lutzker, p. 43). Every one of the gestures
described above affects listeners in such a way that their own attitudes, movements and gestures are suppressed when they are listening. That is how they
can perceive and understand the feelings and impulses coming towards them
both in the other’s speech and body language.
Rudolf Steiner added another dimension to an understanding of language using
the gestural approach: this brings human beings as active beings who have experiences into play again. Human beings understand each other and the world
not only by virtue of the ability to think but also mainly because of their ability to
empathise and to recreate impressions in movement within themselves.
How does their specific understanding of language and the way they use words
influence or change human beings? Wilhelm von Humboldt wrote in On Language, On the Diversity of Human Language Construction and its Influence on the
Mental Development of the Human Species:
Language is, as it were, the outer appearance of the spirit of a people; the language is their spirit and the spirit their language; we can never think of them
sufficiently as identical.
Perhaps we can measure how empty of soul and spirit a perception of the world
that could only be expressed in this abstract way would have to be. Speech filled
with gesture could on the other hand lead to us listening to words such as L EI M
in such a way that we can relive in our souls the fluidity of the sound sequence
that ends in a form. This in turn can lead us to a sense impression of the essence
or inner substance of the German word Leim. A schooling of our experience of
gesture by engaging in artistic speech work from the perspective of formative
speech, for example, stimulates our experience of what is happening in the world around us at the same time. The world can indeed only be perceived as the
solidified movement of a creative spirit at all if our language relives this creative
activity in gesture.
Steiner’s approach to understanding language as gesture relived within the human being and then expressed as word, offers a way of dissolving the separation
between humanity and the world’s spiritual dimensions, which cannot be grasped with superficial or formal terminology. Human beings will be understood
once again as spiritually active beings who recreate and relive the true principles
at work in the world instead of looking at them from a distance and giving them
abstract names.
And now looking at the collaboration between eurythmists and creative speech artists, who are most competent to put the approach described here into
practice: I can only wish that they neither capitulate before the listening habits
of their audiences nor look for artistic expression in outdated forms but rather
together search for contemporary forms of speech filled with the life of formed
gesture.

MUSIC
Instrument and Singing
(with reference to the end of a lecture by Rudolf Steiner on March 8, 1923, CW 278.)

All singers perceive and sense that their own bodies are their instrument with
which they express themselves as a matter of course. The voice appears by means of this bodily instrument; it reveals the intentions of the singer. (I will be
examining this in more detail later in this article.)

Thomas Adam

How much of the above applies to the instrumentalist? When asked, several musicians responded spontaneously that they had two bodies to master! They meant
that they had the instrument that they played, the ‘cello or piano, for example, and
the instrument of their own body, their posture, their sensitivity to movement,
right down to the breathing. In fact, the musician’s goal needs to be that the physical body as an instrument become one with the musical instrument.
In the further course of conversations, it became clear what significance musicians attach to listening, in the process of integration described above. The
tone heard inwardly before it is played, its colouring and dynamic, are grasped,
understood in listening to every second of the playing, and this provides the
foundation for how the musician plays the music that immediately follows. To
accomplish this, the sense of hearing is working in conjunction with the sense
of musician’s own movement and several other senses. This procedure weaves backwards and forwards continuously between musicians and their instruments. The inner and outer listening – which happens simultaneously - and the
movements musicians make that come out of the listening are what make the
music ultimately ‘appear’.
What happens to singers in an equivalent process? In Valborg Werbeck Svärdström’s book, Uncovering the Voice, there is a significant statement on this subject[1]:
And here we encounter the cardinal error of today’s singing pedagogy: the human ‘voice’ needs no ‘training’, finished and perfect as an entity sounding in the
ideal world. What it is waiting for is – liberation! We should speak of freeing the
voice, or better, uncovering the voice, and not voice training.
Can singers assume that their instrument is completely at the disposal of their
intentions? No! What is stated above, a central principle of the School of Uncovering the Voice, always needs to be understood in the context of all the indications given for working through the whole body as set out in the rest of the
book. Dr. Eugen Kolisko summarised this as a motto or formula in the postscript
to the same book[2]: The whole human being sings and speaks. This means that
the whole human being needs to transform in such a way that the voice is freed
from physical hindrances!
This entails genuine physical work. The regions that we find difficult to penetrate
consciously, i.e. the tongue and what is known as Waldeyer’s ring, require very
intensive attention, until all the still sleeping muscles finally begin to move. By
working on the formation of consonants and vowels until they have been perfected so that they appear in their living essence, singers are also working on
building and developing their instrument. In this process, our body is worked through and transformed into an instrument and the voice is gradually uncovered.
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Again, the point in this process is to …learn to give ourselves over to our inner
and outer ear...[3]. However, we need to develop the ability to listen to ourselves,
to perceive ourselves as if we were another human being. If we learn to listen
intensely to what appears in the full variety of the sounds as the living essence,
then the sounding of the human voice in the world of the Ideal, freed from the
body, can finally light up. Then it does not only become an audible but - to a
certain degree - a spatial experience for the inner perception of the singer as
well as the listener.
Rudolf Steiner gave an important indication regarding a method for this work[4]:
… that singing teachers need to guide their students not so much to link their
feelings consciously to their physical organs but rather to develop more consciousness in what from a certain perspective is close to these physical organs…
Singers must have the feeling not so much of the movement of the organs but
of the movement of the air in and around them. The experience of the tone in
the air needs to be emancipated from the experience of the tone in the organs
and will follow from a proper recognition of the principles, inherent in spiritual
science in singing pedagogy.
Singers will in the end be able to transfer the tones to their etheric body by means of the strength of their listening and an awareness of the processes taking
place in the air around. This is how the phenomenon of the voice freed from the
physical instrument comes about and something of the essential substance, or
also of the ideal of the tones appears.
There is an illustration in My Art of Singing by famous soprano Lili Lehmann which
shows the vocal feeling or sensation for the placement of tones around a head
in profile with curved stave lines surrounding it. Experienced singers know instinctively where the individual tones are to be placed. We can then come to an
experience of something like an invisible fingerboard that starts approximately
in the chest area and runs over the crown of the head via the mouth, nose and
forehead. If we develop this image further by adding the chest area, including
the breathing, and the belly area with the breathing movements, what arises is a
graphic and vivid image of a stringed instrument! If the quality of the sounds formed is high, then it is not difficult to ‘hear’ a wind instrument or percussion, too!
In a lecture given at the opening of an art exhibition,[5] Rudolf Steiner spoke
urgently about the fact that if painters were to secure their independence, they
needed to begin to work as artists by producing their pigments and colours
themselves: they needed to secure their independence from
…what the world of materialism has to offer them…. What will then come
about is what has revealed itself as the beginning of an independent intention if
painters learn - if other artists learn - to emancipate themselves from the world
of materialism.
Can we understand this mention of other artists as applying to musicians as well?
Does it go as far as suggesting that musicians should be building their own instruments, or at least developing their instruments in conversation and collaboration with their instrument maker?
Notes:
[3] Ibid, pg 38 in German
[4] Rudolf Steiner, CW 161, 1st lecture
[5] Rudolf Steiner, morning lecture
Munich, 22nd August 1911, published in ‘Stil’ 1/2015, pg 37 et. seq. in
German
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The aspect of what Rudolf Steiner stated in the above citation that relates to
the future – that singers need to perceive the tone in the movements in the air
surrounding them – can be developed in practice so that they can indeed sense
the life of the tone in the etheric. One of Valborg Werbeck-Svärdström’s important sayings that relates to this is the following: The living aspect of the tone is
in the periphery! -The living, gleaming quality of the voice, silvery and colourful,
streams from the periphery of the tone’s etheric body: singers experience this
spatially.

If singers do not have a special natural talent, then the individual paths to the
transformation of this experience into an ability takes time. They develop a very
personal and intimate relationship to their own voice because of this lengthy
process. It becomes not only the centre of their sense of self but also the instrument with which singers serve music authentically by virtue of the fact that they
have separated their voices from the physical. Ideally, the solo singing voice can
become a mirror of the cosmic forces at work in music in this way. These are the
same forces that are at work in the creation of the human being!
In a summary at the end of a lecture on the scale and its gradually expanding
intervals, Rudolf Steiner said the following:[6]
Let us look at ourselves. How have we developed? We have been created from
musical principles as astral beings. As astral beings, we have a musical connection to the cosmos. We are ourselves an instrument.
This also points to an aspect of the musical linked to the future, which Rudolf
Steiner characterises in the following way[7]:
The music of the future will be more sculptural than the music of the past. The
architecture and sculpture of the future will be more musical than the architecture of the past. That will be the main point. Because of this, music will not
stop being an independent art, quite the opposite, by penetrating the secret of
tones and by creating musical forms based on the spiritual foundations of the
cosmos, it will only become richer and richer.
Singers need to intensify their intentionality, their will, when they listen to the
tones if they want to penetrate the secret of tones. This makes an ever more
conscious connection with the air around them and ultimately a transfer of the
tones to the etheric body possible. The voice thus becomes transparent, and
allows a new singing both about the gods and about what the gods do![8]

Notes:
[6] Rudolf Steiner CW 275, lecture
of 29th December 1914, pg 50 in
German
[7] Rudolf Steiner, CW 275, lecture
of 2nd January 1915, pg 120 in German
[8] Rudolf Steiner, GA 283, lecture
of 8th March 1923, pg 136 in German
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Rudolf Steiner and the Singers
Holger Arden

At the end of October last year, five Nordic musicians and singers met in Oslo
in an open conversation about Rudolf Steiner and the art of singing. The theme
was to focus on what Rudolf Steiner has said to singers, who sought his advice
on the renewal of singing. The five were Risto Suurla and Judit Bálint, lecturers
from the Singing School in Ilmajoki, Finland, Töge Talle, opera singer, Oslo, Tormod Björnstad, conductor, singer and former Steiner School teacher, Oslo and
Holger Arden, orchestral and chorus conductor, Oslo.
It was really not an easy task! What was surrendered appeared like a jigsaw puzzle
of more or less unrelated pieces, which in the course of time has given rise to profound and divergent perceptions and in the formation of at least two completely
opposite vocal schools. But what was in common that Steiner taught the singers?
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Oslo School of Fine Arts and a
number of Waldorfschools, Laulukoulu (Song School) in Finland and
others. Conductor of the „Josefinechoir“, the male choir „Karl
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The conversation took place within the framework of the Section for
Eurythmy, Music and Language Art,
Anthroposophical Society in Norway.
Notes:
[1] See Michael Kurtz: Rudolf Steiner und die Musik, Verl. am Goetheanum 2015
[2] In our discussion appointed
by R.Suurla and demonstrated by
T.Talle.
Sources:
Michael Kurtz: Rudolf Steiner and
Music, Verlag am Goetheanum
2015
Andreas Delor: Neue Musik und
Anthroposophie, Verlag Ch. Möllmann, 2009
Rudolf Steiner: Das Wesen des Musikalischen und Das Tonerlebnis im
Menschen,
AiN, Anthroposophy in Norway No.
1, 2016, p.28 and 30
Valborg Werbeck-Svärdström: Die
Schule der Stimmenthüllung. Verlag am Goetheanum
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Many anthroposophists in the Nordic countries are familiar with the term "Werbeck song" or singing after the vocal school of the great Swedish opera singer
Valborg Werbeck-Swärdström (1879-1972). The long-standing pupil of Mrs Werbeck, the pianist and composer Jürgen Schriefer, was the dynamic and enthusiastic pioneer who, from this singing school started a whole song movement
in and beyond anthroposophical contexts throughout Europe, in America and
Australia with strong branches in the Scandinavian countries, Norway, Sweden
and Finland.
Here in Norway we know Jürgen Schriefer from his engagements at the Singing
Weeks at Sletner Farm in Askim, where he conducted The Messiah and other
great works. He is also well-known from the Idriart Festival in Trondheim and his
very enthusiastic, intense and often very long lectures on the development of
consciousness of man, highlighted by music history, especially about the Werbeck vocal school. In Sweden, the centre for Werbeck singing was at the Rudolf
Steinerseminariet in Järna, where Jürgen Schriefer inspired the composer Pär
Ahlbom, the singer Sinikka Mikkola, and others in their already extensive work
with large and fascinating song improvisations and outdoor mystery festivals.
In Finland, a long-term work based on the Werbeck vocal school started from
a group of enthusiastic Finnish musicians and visiting German and Dutch vocal
teachers at the Camphill village Sylvia-Koti near Lahti. Later this group divided,
and Laulukoulu, the Singing School established itself in an old village school near
Ilmajoki, led by the percussionist and pianist Risto Suurla. This international singing school is perhaps the last independent institution in Scandinavia based on
the 'Werbeck School'. It has been in activity for over 25 years, state-recognized
at the master's level as 4 + 1 years of artistic and pedagogical vocal education
with a qualification for vocal therapy. Over the years, it has had students from
more than 30 countries. The school is now being continued by a younger generation of qualified singing and music teachers. (www.laulukoulu.fi)
As mentioned, the singing impulse "Schule der Stimmenthüllung" (The School
for Uncovering the Voice) of Mrs Werbeck is not the only one, which has its
roots in the collaboration with Rudolf Steiner, although this twelve-year long
co-working definitely was of the longest duration and best documented of them
all. Also, other important names had contacted Steiner with questions about
the renewal of singing. It is known that at least five professional singers were in
conversation with him[1]. In the Norwegian Anthroposophical Journal, "Anthroposophy in Norway" (No. 1, 2016) there were also two articles about the vocal
school after the young singer Berty Jenny.
Mrs. Jenny did not meet Rudolf Steiner, like Mrs. Werbeck-Svärdström. It was

only after Steiner's death she learned to know the American singer Gracia Ricardo. Through Ricardo,
Berty Jenny received singing training and insight into the advice that Steiner had given Ricardo. Another singer and friend of Ricardo, Dina Doresi Winter later wrote the book about Gracia Ricardo and
her method. Only in 1937 was Jenny called to Dornach by Marie Steiner as leader of "Gesangsschule
am Goetheanum", a school that stayed active into the first years of the Second World War.
Berty Jenny's singing method has become less known over time than the method of Mrs Werbeck.
This is partly due to the great enthusiasm of Jürgen Schriefer's musical capacity and activities for
"The School for Uncovering the Voice" among many amateurs and professional singers. Jenny's
method, on the other hand, has lived more quietly - in Scandinavia primarily in Denmark, represented by the concert singer Gudrun Tuxen and the song coach Jytte Carl. At the Kunsthöjskolen in
Holbæk (School of Fine Arts, in Holbäk) in the seventies, we arranged a series of conferences for
Scandinavian musicians and eurythmists, where Gudrun Tuxen and Jytte Carl represented the Berty
Jenny's singing school and its principles through lectures and practical workshops.
Inspired by Mrs Tuxen's and Mrs Carl's views, I use some of their vocal exercises in my oratorial chorus "Josefinekoret" (1982) in Oslo together with the vocal exercises of Mrs Werbeck. It was the Swedish-Norwegian alto singer Mrs Ingrid Sahlin (1923-2014) who introduced and practiced the latter in
the chorus. Both singing schools worked well together and were of crucial importance for the clear,
transparent sound, good diction and secure intonation, which characterized the choir. Experience
showed that the exercises of Mrs Werbeck gave the choir a transparent and bright sound that was
completely open upwards and behind, while Jenny's exercises gave more grounding, substance
in the sound and supported a clear diction. In both vocal schools, the usual problems with the socalled register transitions were absent because the starting point (de:Ansatzpunkt) and "support"
were transferred to a point between the eyes on the forehead and not to the stomach region[2].
In Denmark, there was yet another singing school which had reference to Steiner. In Copenhagen in
the sixties and seventies, the singer Helga Petersen (?) taught in "The Free Singing Tone on Anthroposophical Basis", without knowing what contact she had to Rudolf Steiner.
The methods of Werbeck and Jenny already diverged on essential points at the beginning, and therefore parties arose. It may seem that Steiner had given various advice and guidance to, respectively Mrs
Werbeck Svärdström and Mrs Gracia Ricardo. Now is the time to pose the question: what were Steiner's true intentions and what unites the different directions in their quest for 'The Free Singing Tone'?
In the lecture series "Das Wesen des Musikalischen (1920)" (The Being of Music), there are interesting ‘Questions & Answers’, where Rudolf Steiner answered questions from the musicians present
- sometimes also enigmatic answers. In a specific answer to a musician, Steiner came to singing and
vocal schools (30.9.1920). First, he criticized the usual methods for their fixation on physiological
processes in the production of the singing tone - quite strongly. Then he talked about the release of
the song from the larynx itself and into the air, so that the singer experiences the pitch more outside
of herself. This way, she or he can now listen to their own voice as if coming from the room itself as
a kind of a mirroring process.
Rudolf Steiner's twelve-year collaboration with Mrs Werbeck-Svärdström is framed by two important pillars: In his first conversation in Copenhagen in 1912, he pointed to her wonderful larynx and
the sublimation of the air around this in speech and in singing. In their probably last meeting, she
asked Steiner - who had heretofore confirmed her in all her independent research results - if she still
lacked something in her singing development. Steiner replied that she still had to learn to listen to
her own voice. This may be seen as a common, but perhaps also a future ideal for both vocal schools
for the realization of the free singing tone?
In our conversations, it was not about giving 'right answers'. Much more, it was about asking the
right questions for what Rudolf Steiner's intentions were - the intentions, which created such completely different successors. Steiner's answers rather posed new questions than they gave final answers. Although he authorized Valborg Werbeck-Svärdström’s vocal school as 'an anthroposophical
singing education', it is important to note, that it was not the anthroposophical ... but one ... (etc.)
Ultimately, it is up to every single singer to find his or her own ways and individual teachers to the
liberation of their own voice, for all people's singing voices are individually different.
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PUPPETRY
‘She should not really die but should only
fall asleep for a hundred years…’ – Who will
wake us from our hundred-year sleep?
Christa
von Schilling

Many eons ago, in a kingdom far away, there lived a king and a queen who longed
for a child, for rejuvenation and renewal. This wish establishes a new age, which
begins with two prophecies: the first came from the frog that crawled on to land
in a bath. He was a messenger from the realm of welling water and announced
the birth of the king’s daughter. The second, that came from the thirteenth wise
woman, inflicts an early death on the young life. Birth and death create the borders to our destiny here on earth. But in the old kingdom, events that seem to
us to be so unalterable only enter our consciousness so clearly because of the
prophecies. Were these borders perhaps more permeable in the past?
Greek myths still tell of a people close to the Gods. The Phaiakians’ ships – they
glided over the waves as if they had wings - accompanied human beings
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across this border, this great expanse of water, on their journey home. But Odysseus, who was washed up on the coast of his own country, after losing his
clothes, his ship, his travelling companions and his treasures, was the last person
to whom they provided this service one night while he slept, because on the
return journey Poseidon transformed their ship into a stone wall.
The prophecy of death and fate is as hard and unchangeable as this wall when it
descends upon the fairy tale kingdom, bringing only terror, fear and worry after
the joy that followed the birth. But the curse of the thirteenth wise woman that
was softened by the twelfth was no stroke of fate incurred unjustly. The whole
calamity had its origins in the failure of the king: he must have known that there
were thirteen wise women in his kingdom, so how is it possible that he does not
take this into account and have a thirteenth golden plate set? He knows of the
thirteenth wise woman but he does not think of her, he cannot cope with the
reality of his kingdom.
The circle of 12 wise women appears to be complete and fits in with a long-established order which is reflected, for example, in the 12 lunar cycles in the solar year, the 12 months of our year and the 12 signs of the zodiac. There are 12
gods on Mount Olympus, the 12 tribes of Israel, 12 knights at King Arthur’s round
table, 12 apostles, 12 tone music (and also the 12 perspectives on the world of
which Rudolf Steiner speaks), etc. A new age begins when the thirteenth arrives.
The only information we find in the fairy tale about the wise women is … now
there were thirteen wise women in the kingdom…, it does not say twelve were
good and one was evil. Could not fate have determined that any one of them
stay at home? But the dispute the king causes when he overlooks one of them,
transforms the one.
Who are these wise women who can give presents that have such a defining
effect on an individual destiny? The king invites twelve of them and brings out
the golden plates to entertain them, in the hope that they may be kind and good
to his child. He humiliates the thirteenth by excluding her from the celebrations.
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Because the king ignores her, she responds with a destructive curse. Those who spin the thread of
destiny do not distribute their gifts arbitrarily: they give back to the king what he has himself done.
To preserve his child from the calamity, the king uses all his royal authority to counter the thirteenth
wise woman’s curse. And once all the spinning wheels in his kingdom have been burned, he feels
sure of the situation, so sure, that he blithely goes out for the day on his daughter’s fifteenth birthday, leaving her alone. But what are the consequences of his orders, with which he believes he has
banished from his kingdom the looming misfortune? His daughter Briar-Rose has not learned how
to use a spindle. Would she not have been much safer and better prepared if she had had daily spinning lessons and been warned of the danger? She is thus quite unprepared when she meets the old
lady spinning away up in the tower at her spinning wheel and so has no opportunity to escape her
preordained fate
Her curiosity sends her off to the more distant corners of the castle on her fifteenth birthday to
explore them on her own and this is how she discovers the tower. And once she has climbed the
narrow winding stairs, she finds herself in front of the locked door with a rusty key that, curiously, is
still in the outside keyhole. If we leave a room, we usually lock the door on the outside, but this room
is not empty. But neither is the door open for her nor does anyone call her into the room, instead,
she opens the door herself and therefore finds what is predestined for her.
The king has mightily overestimated his power! Has not his command become the instrument that
fulfils the prophecy? We find this same human blindness - blindness to the powers of destiny – in
other fairy tales and myths, classically in the story of Oedipus, and also in the fairy tale of The Devil
with Three Golden Hairs: a son is born with a cowl to an old couple, and a prophecy tells that at fourteen he will marry a king’s daughter. The king hears of this, wants to have the child killed and throws
him into a piece of deep water in a box. But the evil assault saves the child because it floats away
until it reaches a place unknown to and therefore protected from the king and grows up with loving
foster parents. But just when he turns fourteen, he meets the king again. And although no one – neither the boy nor the foster parents – know of the prophecy, the kings still wants the boy dead. He
sends the boy to the queen with a letter ordering his execution. But the evil letter is exchanged by
robbers for a good one on the night in which the boy sleeps in the forest, and the good one states
that the boy should marry the king’s daughter. And this, then, is what happens. Once again and
against his own will, the king has himself prepared the way that fulfils the boy’s preordained destiny
by sending him to the exact place where the prophecy can be fulfilled.
The Letter of Death Becomes a Letter of Life in Sleep
But what happens during Briar Rose’s hundred-year sleep?
In the world we know, one hundred years is a long time, in which people grow old, and new generations are born. Sleeping Beauty stays as young as she was when she fell asleep. The hidden castle
is a timeless realm.
In the French version of the fairy tale, the prince is so polite that he does not tell Briar-Rose that she
is wearing a dress with a stiff collar that dates back to the age of his grandmother. The old-fashioned
dress points to a time which is stuck and frozen in the past. Timelessness is different. We experience
it in those rare moments in which we forget ourselves because we have completely given ourselves
to some creative task, for example, but are in direct and intense contact with life. Timelessness is
intensive, living potency.
The border between this timeless and invisible realm and the world we are familiar with is the insurmountable and death-bringing thicket of thorns, which the failure of the king has caused to grow.
The miller’s daughter in Rumpelstilzchen also fails, with similarly devastating consequences. She
needs the help of the little man to survive and become queen; nevertheless, she simply forgets, she
forgets the promise she has given him, for a whole year. The doom that this causes only sounds in
the last words of this fairy tale: asunder, in two. It stands for the separation of the world of humans
and the world in which the helping spirits are at home. They have become invisible to us and yet the
fact that our exhaustion in the evenings - our threshed-out straw – is transformed at night while we
are asleep into gold by morning is entirely due to their work.
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Sleep is the soul’s watering place; it flees to the sources of life at night.
Andrei Sinyavsky: A Voice from the Chorus
We have no perception of this wonderful, enlivening process because as soon as we fall asleep, we
lose consciousness. The world of sleep remains closed to us. We are unable to enter it and recognise
it. That is our insurmountable curtain of thorns. Rudolf Steiner spoke in a lecture he gave on April 12,
1912 of …the significance, the greatness and the power… to which the everyday appearance of sleeping and waking draws our attention. He states that when we encounter this creative process we feel
….as if we are standing in front of a gate and we are not allowed to enter (...). But then he emphasises:
There is no other path leading to a knowledge of things lying behind the sensory world than that of
transcending our ordinary consciousness and penetrating into a creative process which takes place
within us (for example, in sleep), or into some other similar process.
We should be walking around the realm of sleep in a waking state beside the king’s son and connect
with him. But the destinies of the king’s sons who become stuck in the thicket of thorns illustrate
that this is not so easy.
The old man who tells the story of the hidden castle only knows the legend of the hundred years but
not exactly when they began and when they end; If he knew that the hundred years had just ended,
he would never have warned them about the thorns with such urgency. The king’s son now has to
take the initiative to seize the right moment, not too soon and not too late. But how do we know
when the right moment has arrived?
The Greeks called this decisive moment kairós, and gave it an ambivalent form.
Kairós is a beautiful young boy with wings on his feet and a magnificent shock of hair which only
covered the front of his head; the back was bald. And so, he can only be grabbed by the hair on the
front side of his head as long as he is coming towards us, but if he has already passed, we can only
see the bald and ugly back of his head. In a fable by Phaedrus it said of him that he approaches on
winged feet and on a knife edge. (Aesop’s Fables, book 5 nr 8)
Our fairy tale heroes are also often on a knife edge, because the right moment, this decisive moment, disappears in a flash, whether it is grasped or missed. There is an image in the fairy tale with
the untranslatable title of Hurleburlebutz that takes us straight to the point. When three doves fly
towards the king’s daughter, her task is to catch the middle one as it flies by and cut off its head, but
if she is not alert enough and misses, then the doves will never return and her husband can never
be saved.
The right moment is not only simply a specific external date in the calendar: the prince would still
fail if he did not have his inner maturity, courage, alertness and ability to make decisions without the
certainty of his heart that allows for no doubts and needs no external security: he had no need for
armour to get through the thorns.
The poet Hilde Domin said the following of trust in such an adventure:
I placed my foot in the air and it carried me.
Who or what can prepare us for this moment? How do we become mature and ready for it? Does
it need several attempts? Do sacrifices need to be made? Are the unsuccessful princes part of our
king’s son? What was he himself? Do we have to go through deep experiences of powerlessness,
even death, for a new world, the world behind the thicket of thorns, to open to us?
Even if the time has in fact arrived, that does not yet mean that everything resolves itself. Initially,
there is only the opportunity there for the right prince, but the ‘open door’ can also close again. The
thicket does not simply disappear, it even closes again once the prince has gone through and Briar-Rose does not awake up on her own. Everyone, everything is still sound asleep and the castle is
so quiet that he can even hear his own breathing. It takes the kiss to wake her, it takes this proximity
for the moment to arrive. The princess is not frightened when she wakes up, she is not surprised, as
the courtiers are later; it is as if she has been expecting him. Has she dreamed of him?
But let us return to the thirteenth wise woman: is not her prophecy of an early death in reality
vengeful and evil, a deed initiated by the counterforces? But He who conquered death on our behalf
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is also the thirteenth in the circle of His
twelve disciples.
What is the consequence of these
evil deeds in fairy tales? When the evil
king in the fairy tale of the Devil with
the Three Golden Hairs gets rid of his
unwanted son-in-law by sending him
to hell, the result is a positive one, because the boy with the cawl that has
brought him good luck matures, gains
in wisdom, and becomes a wise and
good king who brings relief to those
in need.
Do we, too, not need opposition to
grow and wake up? This is only an option if we face it and do not do exactly what
the king does: avoid it at all costs.
In many fairy tales, the desperate ‘hero’ ultimately finds unexpected help precisely when the task seems insoluble but when he has nevertheless persevered.
If the resistance continues to grow and extends beyond our human capacities,
we, too, can only hope for support from higher places.

Sleeping Beauty, backdrop of thorns
Blaue Marionettenbühne
C. and M. Ueblacker, Munich

Rudolf Steiner described (cf. CW 182, 16.10.1918) how the great wise men of the
age at the Persian academy in Gondishapur presented a great danger to humanity around 666 A.D. It is possible to say – perhaps in a slightly simplified way
– that these wise men wanted to make human beings clever, wanted to wake
them up to the physical world with the consequence that they would fall asleep
with regard to the spiritual world, and perhaps not only for a hundred years. For
this awareness was given to humanity before human beings were ready – mature enough - to deal with it. But this did not, fortunately, occur because there
was a redeeming, freeing power and presence in the world. Christ’s sacrifice has
opened a way for us, giving us the freedom - if we want it - to seek out this
proximity, allow ourselves to be touched by Him and wake up to the reality of
the spirit. Then the thicket of thorns can open for all of us and give us entry to
Sleeping Beauty’s realm.
There is a beautiful fairy tale from the ancient Turkish nomad tradition, at the
centre of which is a special rose bush. It becomes the place where an orphaned
girl feels safe; when she slips into this space, she is able to speak with her dead
mother. She spends more and more time under the bush and seems to forget
the rest of the world. The ‘prince’ in this fairy tale is Rosenbey; his longing for the
wonderful scent of these special roses and for the girl Güllila, who herself has
the scent of a rose, ultimately makes him ill. When he is finally led to the rose
bush, the girl has become locked in it and all the thorns are turned outwards
and the blossoms inwards. She cannot escape, but the two can speak to each
other and she passes him a rose through the thorns every day. The roses heal
and nourish Rosenbey. For forty days Rosenbey has to dig all around the rose
bush without disturbing a single root and at the same time have a hole of the
same size dug in his own garden. Then, on the fortieth day, the rose bush and its
contents are carefully carried over to the new hole, and it immediately makes its
home in the earth in Rosenbey’s kingdom and opens. Güllila emerges from the
rose bush and the wedding can be celebrated.
It is possible to read the fairy tale as a love story, but there seems to me to be
a deeper love and longing in it. What is mysterious and invisible inside the rose
bush or behind the thicket of thorns is precisely what ignites the love and longing. What so-called wise people explain to us today is so open and available that
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it frequently does not have this inspiring quality. However, what we discover,
resolve and understand for ourselves, even if we sometimes have to dig for it for
more than forty days, gives our souls light and life, is a genuine gift.
The image shining in the hidden world of Briar-Rose can fill the heart of the
prince and awaken a deep longing to conquer the thicket of thorns to see the
miracle of the pure and beautiful king’s child.

farewell to the fox

Proclivity for the miraculous and the mysterious
Is nothing but striving for sense-free, spiritual stimulation.
Mysteries are foodInitiating potencies (power structures stimulating striving),
Explanations are digested mysteries.
Novalis, Fragments and Poems, Vol III
The thirteenth wise woman’s evil curse turns out ultimately to be good, because
every human being on this side of the thicket of thorns - drawn there by a sleeping beauty so wonderfully endowed with gifts by the twelve wise women – can
seek his or her own access consciously and thus connect both realms. And so,
the prince, too, leads his princess down from the tower into a living world healed
with the help of a wedding.
More than 100 years ago Rudolf Steiner spoke of the fact that a longing, a desire,
is reawakening in human beings to reconnect with the spiritual world. And then
he continued:
A certain transition must now occur, and there is almost no easier way to bring
about this transition than to re-enliven by analogy the mood of the fairy tale. To
the mood of the fairy tale intrinsically belongs, purely externally, what makes
it easiest for human beings of today to prepare their souls for the experience
of events that stream in from higher, super-sensible worlds. (...) What our immediate souls of the present can come to own of the spiritual world, that is
metamorphosis, but it is the proper metamorphosis of the vast substance of
the imaginative world in the ambiguous mood of the fairy tale. (…) Between
this world and the world of external reality and reason and the senses is the
world of the fairy tale; this is perhaps the most justified link between the two.
Rudolf Steiner, Die Mission der neuen Geistesoffenbarung (The Mission of a New
Revelation of the Spirit) CW 127, 19.12.1911
A summary of a lecture given by Christa von Schilling
on April 24, 2017 in Munich, Germany.
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OBITUARY
Hélène Oppert – An Obituary
*15. October 1923 in Asia

† 1. February 2017 in Paris

As the sun was setting on the evening of February 1, 2017, the wintry sky lit up in
magical colours. On this day, the clear, sickle-shaped moon had risen with solemnity above the city of Paris, accompanied by a brightly shining Venus. Hélène
Oppert was prepared to cross the threshold at 8.55 pm on this day.
She had celebrated her 93rd birthday with her family on October 15, 2016. On
that occasion, she expressed that it was her deepest wish to be freed from her
physical body in approximately three months’ time and to be allowed to reside
in the spiritual world. –This was what she replied when her youngest grandson,
who was nine years old, asked her!
It was clear that her departure was imminent, although her thinking was still
clear and her fine sense of humour that contrasted so strongly with her great
seriousness was still in evidence until shortly before her death. Everyone who
visited her in the last few days of her life was deeply touched by her magical
smile, which was permeated with the secret of love and outshone by a spiritual
communion.
Hélène had been living with her daughter, the cellist Claire Saïtkoulov, in SaintGermain-en-Laye, west of Paris, for several years. Music could usually be heard
all over the house; this included the sound of the violin played by her granddaughter Clara, who is already giving regular concerts with her father, the pianist Roustem Saïtkoulov.
Her sitting room, which had a view of open sky and a woody hill in the distance
looking south-west, gave evidence of the culture in which she had grown up: it
was filled with works of art that her father had brought back from Asia. There
were magnificent paintings, statues of Buddha, all in just the right position, they
had been placed in such a way that the proportions were beautiful and their
colours were in harmony with the well-ordered, antique books. She repeatedly
experienced these circumstances as a great gift destiny had given her and was
extremely grateful for them. She radiated joy, lightness and trust, even though
she was aware that eurythmy, to which she had devoted her life, was still in a
seminal state, and had still not yet found its footing in France.
Hélène Oppert was born in Asia; her mother was an American of ancient Irish
descent. Her father, François Trive, was French and master of multiple technical
skills; he was employed as an engineer in Vietnam. Walter Hampden, her maternal uncle, was a famous actor and had founded the Shakespeare Theater in New
York. He twice turned down an invitation from the President of the United States
because to him his rehearsals took priority. Her mother, Eleanor Dougherty, was
a dancer and poet who accompanied the American poet Vachel Lindsay across
the American continent. Vachel was searching for ways of using dance to translate or transform his poetry into movement. He recited while Eleanor danced;
he also drew forms for the poems that inspired Eleanor. Hélène’s second uncle,
Paul Dougherty, who was also one of her mother’s brothers, was a well-known
painter; his paintings are exhibited in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York.
Her doctor introduced Eleanor to anthroposophy; Elena Zuccoli introduced her
to eurythmy in Dornach, so she spent longer periods of time in Dornach with
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her two children, Hélène and her three years older brother, François. One of the places they lived in
while in Dornach was Albert Steffen’s house. This was where Hélène went to a Waldorf kindergarten. Her life was divided between Dornach and Paris, where she went to school at the Institut de
l’Assomption Lübeck (Institute of the Assumption Lübeck) in a very genteel neighbourhood between
the Eiffel Tower and the Arc de Triomphe, where her parents lived. Hélène also spent longer periods
of time with her grandparents in New York. The school she attended there allowed their pupils
considerable freedom: they played football and addressed their teachers by their first names! Their
father came back from Vietnam regularly to see his family. He represented order, justice and good
will to those around him and at the same time possessed a certain sternness.
Hélène’s life changed dramatically in 1950; in that year, she went to see a performance of eurythmy
given by Elena Zuccoli in Zurich. When the curtain went up, the first thing that emerged from the
wings was a pointing finger, followed by the arm that belonged to it. Hélène was deeply moved and
immediately recognised the strength of expression that belonged to a great artist, when she saw
this first appearance of the monk Savonarola. After the performance Hélène asked Elena Zuccoli if
she would be prepared to give her private lessons… The classes took place in the Schreinerei (Carpentry Hall) at the Goetheanum. Other people soon discovered what was happening and asked if
they might also be allowed to take part, so this became the first course held by the Eurythmieschule
Zuccoli Dornach (Zuccoli Eurythmy Training Dornach). Shortly after the start of this course, Hélène
found herself performing with Elena Zuccoli on the stage at the Goetheanum and then on tour with
her.
She and her mother organised major tours across the United States; she married Georges Oppert,
a doctor, in 1956, and Jean-Michel and Claire were born of this marriage. Alongside taking care of
her family, she taught at the Perceval Steiner School in Chatou, the American School in Neuilly and
devoted time to the children at the Institute for Children with Special Needs in Chatou. She created
magical performances with the children in each of these institutions. She gave eurythmy lessons
to acting students in the class taught by Jean Laurent Cochet for four years; then, at the invitation
of Simonne Rihouët-Coroze, one of the remaining eurythmists trained by Rudolf Steiner and Marie
Steiner, she established the first French eurythmy school in 1976. She had the support of Rudolf
Grosse, Elena Zuccoli and Hagen Biesantz for this initiative. With the generous help of the Fondation
Paul Coroze, Madame Coroze put a house and garden at the disposal of Hélène Oppert for the Eurythmée Paris; until 2015 this enabled young people to train in eurythmy. Students arrived in droves;
until 1998 they came from France, Spain, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Canada, Romania, Russia
and Venezuela. It did not take long to find the funds to lay a wooden floor in the eurythmy hall,
create a stage and then even to construct a new building containing a second beautiful space for
eurythmy, known as the Hexagonal Room.
Hélène’s colleague during the first two years of the training was Armula Erik, an extremely gifted
Russian-German eurythmist. In 1978, she invited both Marie Claire Couty, a very experienced French
eurythmist from the Else Klink Ensemble, and Jehanne Secretan, who had completed her second professional training at the Eurythmeum Stuttgart, Germany, in 1976 and then worked for Else Klink’s
stage group until 1978, to join her as colleagues. As a team, these three individuals complemented
each other’s work in a wonderful way, both in the training that they carried jointly and in their artistic work together.
One of Hélène Oppert’s talents was that she could always convey the principles of eurythmy in clear
and simple terms. She never tired of researching and re-researching the original indications given by
Rudolf Steiner. Whether a student was working on a solo piece or on creating a form with her, the
work was always a process leading to an awakening, so that her suggestions for improvements became self-evident. She invited great individuals who shared the same criteria to teach in the training
in Paris, for example, her own former teacher from Dornach, Gritli Eckinger, who contributed essential material - her beautiful forms - to the tone eurythmy graduation performances in the fourth year
and who also performed in the stage ensemble, and then, after her death, Stevan Koçonda.
In addition to the teaching, the stage ensemble toured the Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland,
Scandinavia, Austria, Romania and France, and was invited on a regular basis to perform at
conferences at the Goetheanum. Wherever the ensemble appeared, audiences received their
performances in the French language, containing epic, dramatic and lyrical pieces as well as a
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variety of styles from different cultural epochs, with joy and
enthusiasm.
Hélène Oppert was invited to give summer courses in the
USA over several years and the country became her second
home. Wherever she taught, she wanted to awaken a sense
for spatial forms in her students. There are principles at work
in the human form that are reflected in eurythmy space.
There was nothing arbitrary about this for Hélène Oppert, so
it was important that the poem both take hold of the space in
as precise a way as possible by using Dionysian or Apollonian
forms and make the rhythmical element in the language
visible, in the forms and in the creation of sound gestures.
This requires the development of a dynamic between the
larger and smaller gestures; today this is frequently no longer
alive in any meaningful variations.
In 1991, Jean-Paul Lucet, director of Les Célestins, the state
theatre in Lyon, invited Hélène Oppert to add 12 eurythmists
to the 12 actors in his production of Loire, a play by André
Obey. Hélène created the eurythmy forms for the water
beings in the river that flooded the land during a storm.
Michel Denard, the principal male dancer in the opera, played
the spirit of the storm, spoke for the eurythmy and moved as
an actor between the water beings. While working on this
production, he learned to appreciate Hélène Oppert’s work
with the eurythmists and later accompanied the Eurythmée
Paris Ensemble in another programme at the Chatelet, a
Parisian performance venue. Loire was performed in Lyon to
audiences of a thousand people every night for four weeks
and was a success. Something of the future is contained
within the collaboration with these professional actors who
were experiencing eurythmy at close hand daily.
Hélène created the second part of the programme for
the Citadelle Ensemble in Dornach in April 2016. Ensemble
members came from Dornach, the Slovak Republic, Germany
and France to work with her on this project. Her contributions
were again extremely valuable for everyone involved.
Former students and friends from France, Dornach, Hamburg
and Miami, representatives of the Fondation Paul Coroze
(Paul Coroze Foundation) as well as members of the family
came to Hélène’s cremation on February 9 this year, a grey
day.
The skies brightened suddenly as the flames returned Hélène
Oppert to the elements. The full moon and the sun were
witness to the event - a resurrection took place…
Everyone left the ceremony fulfilled and full of gratitude.
May Hélène continue to accompany us.
				Jehanne Secretan
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Johannisfeuer
(St. John’s Fire) by
Fercher von
Steinwand

Werkstatt Eurythmie
Section News
Patchwork (Workshop • Information on the speech and
trainings that formed an
Eurythmy Patchwork) drama
association last summer can now
Festival 2018
be found in a new prospectus. If

The cycle of poems titled Johannisfeuer (St. John’s Fire) consists
of a sequence of poems to which
belong the well-known

A Series of Eurythmy Miniatures
10-minute shorts
GRATTULA BEDATTULA

12 Urtriebe (Basic Instincts) and 37
Urträume (Archetypal Dreams). The
eurythmy for these poems is based
on thoughts in the form of poetic
philosophy or thinking.
Are there individual eurythmists or
groups who would like to join the
work on such a project?
Imanuel Klotz has begun to work
on an anthroposophically-inspired
poetic philosophy. For this purpose,
there is a small working group
within the Columban branch of the
Anthroposophical Society in Ueberlingen, Germany, conferences in
Stall, Austria
Contact: Imanuel Klotz, Gass 12, DE79875 Dachsberg/Urberg, Germany
imanuelklotz@googlemail.com

Open House
(Tag der Begegnung)
Eurythmy Association, Switzerland
in cooperation with the Institut
ArteNova, Basel
November 18, 2017 at the Eurythmeum CH, Aesch, Switzerland
• Making the Power of Eurythmy
Visible
• Eurythmy Research on Plants and
Substances
• Contributions from science and
eurythmy
• Methods, results, exercises for
independent practice
• Tasting apples and bread treated
with eurythmy
www.eurythmie-verband.ch
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In support of a diverse eurythmy
landscape, Patchwork took place
for the first time in May 2017; it
offers eurythmists working independently the opportunity to show
their artistic work. The challenge
is to create a piece of patchwork
lasting a maximum of 10 minutes,
solo or ensemble pieces. There
should be an integral dramaturgy
in each eurythmy miniature. The
various artistic pieces, a result of
the eurythmists’ independent work,
are brought together in a festival of
eurythmy miniatures at the end.
Birgit Hering, birgithering@gmx.de
Ingrid Schweitzer, ingrid@schweitzer-bewegt.de
Performances: May 4 2018 at 8 pm
& May 5 2018 at 6 pm & 8 pm
Theater Forum Kreuzberg, Eisenbahnstr. 21, 10997 Berlin, Germany

15th International
Eurythmy Festival for
Young People
Eurythmy Forum
Witten/Annen, Germany
May 9 – 12 2018
www.wittenannen.net

anyone would like copies of the
prospectus or has suggestions as
to where we can send them, please
contact the Section office.
• 138 eurythmy and 15 speech
graduates met this summer at the
graduation conference.
• A first year of training in
eurythmy has just come to an end
in Beijing. There are currently five
places in China where trainings in
eurythmy are taking place. These
are (Järna–Xi’an, Quangzhou,
Beijing, Taichung and Hsinchu).

• A training course in eurythmy is
running in Buenos Aires as a part
of the college of arts there; the
college receives minimal funding
from the city.
• IPEu, an initiative for eurythmy
in education, has collaborated with
the professional associations, the
Bund der Freien Waldorfschulen
in Deutschland (Waldorf Schools
Fellowship in Germany) and the
Performing Arts Section to put
together a paper with recommendations regarding appointments
of eurythmy teachers in schools.
www.ipeu.eurythmie.net
• Margrethe Solstad will be retiring
as artistic director of the Goetheanum Eurythmy Ensemble at Easter
2018 and the search for successors
has already started. Those responsible for the Goetheanum have
given Stefan Hasler the mandate
to conduct the necessary conversations. Stefan invited Christiane
Haid, Bodo von Plato, Paul Mackay
and Nils Frischknecht to join the
mandate group. This group has
had exchanged with 24 individuals
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from around the world as to how
they see the work of the Eurythmy
Ensemble at the Goetheanum in the
future; and reviewed the results of
these conversations. A number of
eurythmists qualified to take over
the position as part of a team have
since been approached; which of
these individuals will accept the
position is not yet clear. Overall, the
decision has been taken that it is
imperative to continue to support
the existence of a eurythmy
ensemble at the Goetheanum as an
essential element in the work of the
School of Spiritual Science despite
the very difficult financial situation
at the Goetheanum.
• Rosemaria Bock has turned 90!
We want to warmly congratulate
our great educator of students of
eurythmy in education, to whom so
many eurythmy teachers owe their
careers. After teaching eurythmy
for decades at the Kräherwald
Waldorf School in Stuttgart, Rosemaria Bock took over the eurythmy
teacher training in Stuttgart. She
is still active today: she is writing
one booklet after another from the
wealth of her experience that is
so useful today. No. 10, her latest,
begins with the floor plan of the
first Goetheanum, which is characterised as an archetypal form; she
succeeds in making a connection
between the archetypal form and
thinking, feeling and will while walking through the whole hall, from
east to west, linking it to eurythmy.
• The German Eurythmy Association is celebrating its 25th birthday!
We send our very warm congratulations to all those who are currently
contributing to its growth and
development or who have done so
actively in the past!
We wish to especially warmly
thank and send our best wishes
to those currently offering their

services to the Association: Bettina
Grube, Kjell-Johan Häggmark,
Cristi Heisterkamp, André Macco,
Elisabeth Rieger, Corinna Rix,
Rebecca Ristow, Jutta Rohde-Röh,
Marcel Sorge, Cornelia Szelies, Lisa
Tillmann.
Auftakt (Prelude), the Association’s
magazine, contains the latest news
on everything to do with eurythmy
and a platform for the exchange of
information. The Association is an
organisation set up to support all
eurythmists. https://eurythmie.net
• As part of their work on the new
edition of the speech eurythmy
lectures, Martina Maria Sam and
Stefan Hasler have recently uncovered further original notes of the
lectures. New discoveries are being
made on the planetary movements.
Further, we are happy to report
that further eurythmy figures from
the beginnings of eurythmy have
been uncovered in several private
legacies. A postcard collection of
the many figures created by Edith
Maryon is in preparation.
• Building the Etheric:
The Human Being as Creator,
September 22-23,2017
A cross-Section colloquium in German, of the Performing Arts, the
Agriculture and the Mathematics &
Astronomy Sections at the Goetheanum on the theme of Rhythm
21 – 22 September 2018: Substance
20 – 21 September 2019: Movement
• In memoriam of Heiner Ruland
(06.04.1934, Aachen - 25.03.2017
Schloss Hamborn) an obituary may
be requested in German, from the
Section

Conferences and
Festivals
20th-22th October 2017

The Solo/Duo Eurythmy
Festival
Independent eurythmists present a
wealth and variety of productions.
The festival includes introductions,
workshops and discussions which
offer the opportunity for exchange
and deepening.
25th-28th October 2017

Therapeutic Speech and
Education Conference
In the Grip of Fear – Taking hold of
Fear. Lectures, case presentations,
workshops, therapeutic exercises,
focus on fear and anxiety.
2nd-6th April 2018

Speech – Movement
International Conference for
Eurythmists, Creative Speech
Artists, Eurythmy Therapists and
anyone interested!
Performances, lectures and
demonstrations around speech, 32
multifaceted workshops, the ‘Market’ with presentations, conversation, and research findings on the
subject. Free initiatives on further
activities. So far participants are
from 32 countries – a conference
with space for working together
and for sharing.
Further information: www.2018.
eurythmie.net
25th-28th June 2018

International meeting for
graduates in Eurythmy and
Speech & Drama
29th-30th June 2018

International meeting for graduates in Speech & Drama
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EVENTS
21st-25th July 2018

Mystery Dramas Worldwide
Karmic aspects and community
building elements
In summer 2018 the floors, rooms
and halls of the Goetheanum will
build an open space for all who
have worked with Rudolf Steiner’s
Mystery Dramas, or would like
to do so. We would like to follow
many questions connected with the
plays in conversations, workshops
and in single scenes from various
productions.

Courses offered by
the Section
www.srmk.goetheanum.org/veranstaltungen/kursangebote-der-sektion/

Speech
24th-25th February 2018
Forum Research Speech Formation
– Forum for Questions that are
moving us

Puppetry
23rd-25th February 2018
Weekend meeting for puppeteers
and all who work with children
(in German)

Music
Monthly meeting (in German) at
the Goetheanum:
Wilhelm Dörfler Working Group:
The Living Fabric of Music.
Information: Otfried Doerfler:
odoerfler@bluewin.ch

PO Box, Goetheanum, CH-4143
Dornach; srmk@goetheanum.ch

30th Sept – 1st Oct 2017
Music Group of the Section for the
Performing Arts I (in German)

Eurythmy

16th–18th March 2018

2nd-3rd January 2018
Tone Eurythmy with Dorothea
Mier: Polarities of Major and Minor

Open Colloquium II on The Music
Experience in the Human Being by
Rudolf Steiner (in German)

Application via reception at the
Goetheanum. Forms available end
of Autumn: Reception, PO Box,
Goetheanum, CH-4143 Dornach

13th–14th Oct 2018
Music Group of the Section for the
Performing Arts II (in German)

tickets@goetheanum.org
2nd-4th February 2018
The Seven Rhythms of the Foundation Stone Meditation by Rudolf
Steiner
With Annemarie Ehrlich
Open to all (mostly in German)
21st-22nd April 2018
The Beginning - ARCHE (Original
Greek).
Eurythmy Course with
Gail Langstroth
Open to all / no experience needed!
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Other Courses
Van der Pals/Kirchner-Bockholt,
Tone Eurythmy Therapy Course
With Jan Ranck
Summer 2018 West Coast, USA
Dates and Venue to be announced
For further information: tone.
eurythmy.therapy@gmail.com
Tel. +972 2 534 46 39
Most of the courses below are not
offered in English. Please ask when
applying if it is possible to have
translation, or to hold the course in
English.

6-8 October, Skanderborg in
Denmark
A conference on speech, for all interested in speech, all who work with
speech and who love speech.
Conference languages: German and
English. rosendahl@audonicon.dk
Courses with Annemarie Ehrlich
6-8 October, Pisa: Self Development Facilitating Contact with
Those Who Have Died?
Info: Elisa Martinuzzi, +39
03774938556
elisamartinuzzi@hotmail.com
24-26 March, Copenhagen
Theory U
Info: Elisabeth Halkier, +45 3964
1108, +45 4015 6940, elihn55@
gmail.com
17-18 April, Moscow
The Lemniscate: The Movement in
Eternity
Info: Anexnha Okcaha, oksalekhina@yandex.ru
EVI III - Euritmie Voor Iedereen
Eurythmy for Everyone
Workshops, Presentations
Responsible: Chantal Heijdeman,
Andrea Heidekorn
20-21 April in Zutphen, Netherlands
cmaheijdeman@live.nl, andrea.
heidekorn@alanus.edu, ulrike.
dohs@gmx.net
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